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The Course

Students visualize the look and feel of the environment and when
possible build and test the design. A broad understanding of story,
location, client and visitor expectations drives novel, multi-sensory,
user centered proposals.

MA Creative Practice for Narrative Environments pioneers
collaborative practice among architects, designers, curators,
writers and design managers.
Students work in multidisciplinary teams to create and develop
proposals for cultural venues, visitor centres, exhibitions, museums,
historic sites, entertainment venues, educational environments, sports
events, shopping experiences, branded environments, corporate
events, product launches, urban and community environments.
The course is based on the premise that all environments tell stories,
that narrative is a fundamental and accessible way for people to
make sense of places. Stories are implicit in the materials, structures,
images, signs, sequences and uses of a space.
Design can create, alter, add or subtract narratives from environments
by integrating artifacts, text, sound, images, film and digital interfaces
into the physical world. Environments are explored and developed
through at least three dimensions, firstly hard physical structures,
materials and form, which tend to remain fairly fixed over time;
secondly, text, light, image, sound which can change quite rapidly;
thirdly, the soft and most unpredictable dimension,
human presence and interaction.
Students analyse these dimensions in some depth, using
practice-based design research methods, spatial and narrative theory.
Proposals are developed through an iterative design process.
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Stories are used in at least four ways: firstly, peoples’ stories are
gathered as part of the research process, secondly, narrative scenarios
are invented to trigger new ideas, thirdly, narrative structures such
as “the Hero’s Journey “ are used to unfold the space and finally,
platforms are created for people to share and exchange their own stories.
The methods and approaches on the course provide an open forum
for debate among students, academics and practitioners.

2010 Design Deliberations
The 2010 exhibition reveals how the thirty-one graduating masters
students show a tangible engagement with power relations
between real people, real places and real institutions. Students
have developed and tested their projects through live workshops,
exhibitions, interactive installations or events. The chaos and
the complexity of the “real world” is their lab and their testbed.
The 2010 projects are situated across a broad range of cultural,
commercial and community environments – in shops, department
stores, markets, galleries, museums, schools, homes in council
estates, city streets, river banks, parks, historical sites and in one case
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a whole city, in country. Students have designed complementary
physical and virtual spaces. They demonstrate that narrative
environments, or places that tell stories, can be found inside
buildings, in public space, online or a combination of all of these.

Many thanks also to our sponsors and partners who provided
opportunities for several live projects during the first year of the
course: “Captivity” at the Museum of London Docklands; “Our Café”
kindly sponsored by Cisco; “Christmas Lighting” kindly sponsoredby
LDJ Lighting Design; “Speaker’s Corner” developed in collaboration
with the Speaker’s Corner Trust, Lichfield School of Art and Lichfleid
Council, Stoneydown Park School and Walthamstow Council;
“Pforzheim 2030” kindly sponsored by the City of Pforzheim and
developed in collaboration with Arthesia HD and Pforzheim University,
Hochschule Pforzheim, School of Design, Fakultät Design; the Living
Heritage Project developed in collaboration Camden Council, the Sir
John Soane Museum, the Hunterian Museum and the British Museum;
“City and Art” which was a collaboration with BA Graphic Design
at Central Saint Martins and Mimar Sinan University in Istanbul;
and finally the “Highly Confidential” project kindly sponsored by Selfridges.

2010 “This is not an Exhibition!”
The student work is shown in the Lethaby Gallery at the entrance
to the College. The concept for the show expresses the pioneering
nature of the course. It challenges traditional categories and
conventions of design practice- exhibition, product design,
branding and strategic thinking, architecture and installation
and draws out a common approach which supersedes yet unites
all these categories, a common approach based on story telling.
It claims a position for the design of narrative environments
that is only possible through transdisciplinary design.

Course team: Arnaud Dechelle, Matt Dixon, Sarah Featherstone, Kevin
Flude, Stuart Jones, Inigo Minns, Amrita Nag-Chowdhury, Roger
Orwell, Benjamin Reichen, Dale Russell, Rakhi Rajani, Abi Shapiro,
Shibboleth Shechter and Sam Willis.
Tricia Austin, Course Director

2010 Credits
Enormous thanks are due to the staff team for their dedication and
insight, and to the course affiliates, leading figures from commercial
and cultural industries, who have given lectures, attended crits,
mentored students and provided placements.
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More information on student profiles, projects can be found on the
course website www.narrative-environments.com

Carolina Caicedo I graduated in Psychology from the

Yara J Dib I was born in Beirut and undertook my BA in Graphic

University of Bristol before embarking on MA Creative Practice for
Narrative Environments. I came to the course with an interest in the human
perspective and experience of spatial environments and now I collaborate
with artists, architects and spatial designers to explore this in my work.
Past projects have seen me work with the Speakers’ Corner Trust, Public
Works, and Punchdrunk.

Design at Notre Dame University, Lebanon. I worked as a Graphic designer
and Art Director for six years, last of which was at Grey Worldwide
Advertising Agency. My work touches many disciplines from spatial design
and identity to print and web design. As part of my MA, I completed
a placement at Pentagram in London, summer 2009.

Sophie Charles Having gained an honours degree in
Architecture and completing my RIBA Part, I have developed a keen eye for
and understanding of the relationship between space and people. Through
the completion of my MA degree and by working on various retail projects,
including Bottega Veneta, Kirsty Doyle and The Chocolate Cellar, I have
developed my interest in spatial design specifically aimed at the luxury
brand sector.

Ching Chen I was born in Taipei and undertook my Bachelor of
Spatial design at Ming Chuan University, Taiwan. I worked in interior and
architecture for over four years, at ERA Int’l Interior Design, FU YA Int’l
Interior Design and Rich Honour Design Group, before embarking on the
Masters. I am very interested in sustainability, employing narratives to
unfold and express stories and collaborating with different disciplines to
gain different perspectives.

Lili Chieng De Montal With a major in Marketing from
French and Chinese universities and 8 years of experience in the fashion
industry, Event Styling and Visual Merchandising for an international
Fashion House, I have developed a strong interest in the ‘narrative of
brands’. In 2009, I set up my design practice, Dream Ming, where
I conceive multi-disciplinary projects focused on the user’s experience.
I work with fashion houses as a creative consultant for projects in Asia,
Europe and the US.
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Karli Jade Fontiverio-Hylton I am inspired by
splendid moments of wonder, traps and delusions, slips of the mind and
constant turns of doubt. My fine art background from CSM has defined my
installation and curatorial practice. I seek to offer the audience a journey of
reflection, discovery and adventure. I exhibited at the 11th Istanbul Biennale
and collaborated on projects for the International Institute of Visual
Arts. I have also been selected to attend the 6th Berlin Biennale with the
International Curators Forum.

Suzanne O’Connell I have professional experience in
Landscape Architecture but over the past two years I have worked as
a freelance spatial designer, on projects that ranged from a church
refurbishment to the design of residential gardens. I have designed light
and sculptural installations for nightclubs and boutique music festivals,
set designs and brand experiences. Environments that have an element of
interactivity particularly excite me; those that engage, provoke and inform
people and in turn react to visitors in a personal and engaging way.
Jemma Gray Born in England but with dual nationality
I undertook my BA in contemporary Art History and Philosophy at The
University of Melbourne in Australia. Since starting the MA course I have
done curatorial placements at Sothebys and the Fashion and Textile
Museum. Coming from a writing background, collaboration with disciplines
outside my practice is a valuable experience that will undoubtedly be
instrumental in shaping my future career in magazine production.

Monica Hernandez I am a Spanish ‘design maker’.

Evi Kontova I am a researcher, curator and museologist

I graduated from BA Design at Goldsmiths University in 2007 and since
then, I have contributed to several events such as Deptford RSVP , London
Design Festival 2006 and Design Mai, Berlin 2008 where I helped design
the exhibition stand for the Straw Design Collective. I have also worked
with Designersblock on the London Design Festival show 2009 and art
directed a short film.

with a BA in Sciences of the Arts and Fine Arts and an MA in
Museum studies. My expertise focuses on research and content
development for museum exhibitions and for everyone who has a
story to tell. Recent collaborations include the Macedonian Museum
of Contemporary Art, Art Athina International Art Fair, ICA, Duncan
McCauley exhibition studio and Kudu Arts.

Antonio Iadarola I was born in Naples, Italy, and bring with

Lina Kovacevic I am a Croatian designer and video artist.

me images of the powerful sea, landscapes and the vibrant underground
art and design scene. I went on my creative journey with a BA in Design
and Communication, gathering life and work experiences in studios in
Belgium and London. I am interested in the unexplored territories between
disciplines that define an evocative design language and enable story
telling through objects.

I was born in Zagreb and grew up in both Zagreb and New York. My
art direction work has won awards from ID Annual Design Review, Art
Directors Club New York, Young Guns, Red Dot, Zagreb Film Festival
and I have performed live video at music Festivals such as Club
Transmediale, Ars Electronica, Contact Europe and others. I use the
notion of narrative as the main inspiration in my work.

Stephanie Ip I am a multidisciplinary designer who is interested

Xavier Llarch Font I graduated in Interior Design from

in observing human interactions to design for everyday needs, wants
and fantasies. Since graduating from Loughborough University in 2007,
I have gained experience in publishing, production and exhibitions, as well
as completing internships with both UVA and Met Studio. I continue to draw
knowledge from my background in Visual Communication integrating image,
film, object, structure and concept into user-centred design solutions.

the Elisava School of Design, Barcelona. My professional experience
includes exhibition and event design, as well as performative art

Patcharin Kachanubal (Yui) With a creative mind

Victoria Lee Following my undergraduate degree in

and a background in architecture I graduated from Chulalongkorn
University, Bangkok with a BA in Architecture. I have worked and interned

Architecture, I worked at architectural firms in London and interned at
the London Development Agency. International design projects have

as architect and 3D designer in Bangkok, Singapore, Paris, London and
Geneva. I was granted a scholarship from the Royal Thai government to
study in London. I will continue to explore how art, design and narrative
concepts can enhance educational experiences.

taken me to China, Istanbul and Oslo. I currently hold the position of
Artistic Director/Designer for an established London Carnival Band.
Future projects will focus on the fusion of architecture, arts and
culture at international events.
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installations. My work is marked by the human nature of the design
employing the art of voyeurism to transform my audience into the
main characters of daily scenographies. Irreverent humour combined
with popular culture are among my most prevalent themes.

Fernando Pascual I was born in Mexico City and spent my

Nicole Plascak I graduated in Communication from

childhood in different parts of the country. I completed a BA in Media and
Communication and since then I have worked as a producer for television,
web and massive events, cinematographer in film, marketing and as a
sales director. Recently I opened a beauty salon chain named The Red
Carpet. I am interested in information flow cycles and their capacity to
improve people's lives.

Universidade de Sao Paulo, Brazil. Since 2005, I have worked as an events
producer and creative director for clients such as Unilever, MTV and
Blackberry. In the past two years, I have focused my practice on cultural
and community environments, developing projects for exhibitions,
museums and educational programmes. Recently I was awarded
a National Lottery grant to develop an educational programme with
a community in west London.

Mariana Pestana I am currently living in London, studying at
CSM with a scholarship from Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation. I graduated
from Faculdade de Arquitectura da Universidade do Porto in 2007 and
collaborated with AAS-Gonzalez Haase (Berlin) and Pedro Gadanho
(Lisbon), doing mainly exhibition and interior design. I was an intern at
the Architecture Foundation (London) and worked as a freelance spatial
designer in London and Paris in 2009.

Elli Resvanis I am a storyteller from Athens Greece. I spent
four years in California studying playwriting and directing. I then moved
to London and worked in film on a variety of projects and in different
positions until I settled into art directing. I then decided to pursue an
MA at CSM. I now focus on exploring the re-telling of “real” stories in their
original environments.

Madina Safina I was born in Almaty, Kazakhstan. In 2007

Jonathan Rez I have over ten years of experience designing

I graduated from Journalism Faculty in Moscow State University in
Russia. During my studies I gained work experience as an editor-in-chief
of magazine for youth in Kazakhstan. In 2008 I completed a foundation
course in Fine Arts at CSM. As part of my Masters degree I undertook
a placement at the creative think-tank company Arthesia in Zurich,
Switzerland, being as a project manager of a city identity project, for the
Perm initiative.

and developing engaging physical, digital and mixed reality experiences.
I am interested in the potential of design to facilitate meaningful
experiences for people in public environments. Since 2003 I have been
a sessional design lecturer/tutor at the University of New South Wales in
Australia where I wrote the course Visual Identity in the Built Environment.

Raya Tueny I came to London to explore how narrativity and
space could extend my graphic design practice. I had studied graphics
in both Paris and Beirut. I have worked in retail and cultural development
in Europe, the Middle East and the USA, for Selfridges, Macys, Lacoste,
Maje and Mediamatic, creating novel brand experiences. My passion for
cities, branding, and the creative industries has lead me to the creation
of Made For Beirut.
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Gaby Ron Born in Tel-Aviv, Israel, I am a curator, photographer and
fashion stylist. My work experience is a synthesis of these three different
disciplines using various forms of media. My background consists of
interdisciplinary practical work combined with academic studies. In my
work all these ways of creation are like interchanging layers that merge to
form a range of narratives. My vision is to weave a thread between these
mediums using installations, exhibits and works of art.

Fernanda de Uriarte I graduated from Industrial Design

Johnny Yang While studying in London over the last three years

in 2005. I’ve worked in retail and exhibition design; I was involved in
developing the Kinetic Museum for Mexico City and I taught drawing and
design at UIA, Mexico. During the course, I’ve worked on exhibitions, public
space, city branding and forecasting. I’m interested in bridging boundaries
between disciplines, design as a platform for narratives to unfold and
narrative as a tool for mapping meaning onto design objects.

I have come to understand the cultural differences between China and the
UK. I realise that these differences will help me to create more interesting
work. I discovered my personal goals. As a young designer, I aim to
contribute more to the Chinese creative industries. I aim to contribute to
the Chinese creative industries draw parallels with the British Art scene.

Chawalit Waree I graduated from King Mongkut University
of Technology Thonburi in the faculty of Architecture. I was the production
team leader for my graduate exhibition due my multiple skills in computer
graphics. I then worked professionally for four years for Cubic Design
Co.Ltd, a residential interior design company. I believe that personal
narrative can support a high quality of interior design and convey intended
meanings to the user.

Elva White I’m a multi-disciplined curator and experience
designer using a wide range of media. Born in China, I graduated with a
BA Advertising and worked in the creative industries in Beijing, before
coming to London for MACPfNE. During the last two years, I have worked
on many projects: Exhibition Cheers:)2009, Exhibition Cheers:)2010, the
Market Estate Project Flat 19, London Fashion Week 2009 S/S10…

Erika Wong My love of running hands through rails of clothing
and poking prepackaged meats down the poultry section satisfied a
curiosity with tactility. It nurtured an appreciation for materials, and their
relationship with the encompassing space. Growing up in the suburban
community of West Vancouver, Canada, then moving to Los Angeles to
complete a BFA at the Art Center College of Design, I gained experience in
the fashion, production, and advertising industry and I am a published artist.
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Yibing Xi I am from Beijing, China. I finished my undergraduate
course at the Academy of Arts & Design, Tsinghua University in 2007.
I have worked as a professional interior designer at Beijing QingShang
Environmental Art & Architecture Design Company from 2007 to 2008.
I moved to the UK to study at CSM in 2008. During the MA course,
I completed a placement at Landor Associates in London, summer 2009.

Camilla Zucchi I am a researcher and content developer
for museum exhibitions. I undertook a BA in Conservation of National
Heritage in Italy, specialising in Classical and Oriental Archaeology. I am
currently focusing on content development applied to narrative environments.
Over the last two years, I have worked in curatorial and exhibition design
companies such as Artakt and N!03. I also contributed to research and
strategic thinking on a project for Arthesia, a city branding company.

It’s not a Product

Strategy

Exhibition

Architecture

Branding

Installation
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It's not a product... it's a debate about design practice

Antonio Iadarola

Contaminazioni!
3D designer, Creative Direction • +44 (0)7850 333 026
info@contaminazioni.co.uk
www.contaminazioni.co.uk • www.contaminazioni.co.uk/blog
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It's not a product... it's a debate about design practice

Research

Antonio Iadarola

Contaminazioni!
A multidisciplinary design studio where narrative theories
are applied to refine a set of methods that allow stories to be
unfolded through objects and spaces. The work across media
explores the boundaries of design practices focusing on 3D and
spatial solutions supported by visual and web communication.
The studio aims to produce projects such as limited edition
products and furniture, spatial design, ephemeral and web
spaces design. In our first project there is an online experience of a
game of discovery that leads the user to a collection of rings.
The design of the virtual environment is inspired by the polarities
of Chaos and Cosmos and the four elements: earth, water, fire and air.
The game is a metaphor for the design process. As the user battles the
Demon of Chaos, decision points in the narrative generate the shape
of the ring which is visualized as an animation of fluids. The ring will be
produced by laser technology only on request and the user will be able
to order the shape of each specific frame of the animation.

In collaboration with
www.contaminazioni.co.uk, www.contaminazioni.co.uk/blog
Marco Grimaldi (web design), Vincenzo Lanziello (visual design www.designlovo.it),
Camilla Zucchi (content development), Evi Kontova (texts and proof reading),
Marc Houston (proof reading).
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Organic structure of a natural sponge, metaphor of adaptable organization

Research

Research

Website – photo shoot set up

Screen printing – experimentation of the graphic element on different media
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Website – visual outcome

It's not a product... it's the story of a street

Carolina Caicedo

Made In Peckham
Psychologist • carocaicedo@aol.com • +44 (0)7920 050 679
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It's not a product... it's the story of a street

Carolina Caicedo

Made In Peckham
A social design project that reveals the unique character and
spirit of Peckham’s main shopping street, Rye Lane. The project
captures and retells the hidden stories of the people, businesses and
organisations on Rye Lane. The process: people from the shipping
agency, the Pentecostal church, the bric-a-brac shop, the baby shop
and the hair salon all contributed their stories.
Local illustrators interpreted the narratives and the illustrations
were, in turn, developed into printed textiles for each participating
organisation. The printed fabrics went back to the participating
businesses to apply as they wished. The textiles were used for bags
at the Shipping Agency, as a wall hanging at the church, as a screen
in Julie’s bric-a-brac shop, as cot bedding in Tommy’s and as capes
at Olu’s hair salon. The production of the fabrics brought together
local designers, local businesses and organisations, providing a
channel for the designers to input into their own community. The
fabrics became a tool for building connections that do not exist
between these different community members providing for them the
occasion to celebrate the people and places that shape Peckham.

In collaboration with
Fonti Fofanah, Pastor Femi, Julie, Tommy Chopra,
Olu (Stories), Kerala Hindle, Gemma Luker, Cynthia Merhej, Ellie Curtis,
Dilan Ozdemir, Hannah Joseph (illustrations & textile designs),
Jenny Lam (graphic design), George Webster (website design),
Xavier Llarch Font (content development).
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Fonti – owner of
Base 1 Shipping Agency

Initial print designs for the shops on Rye Lane

Sam from Oyin's tailors modelling his own t-shirt

Julie's bric -a- brac shop
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Malo outside his restaurant Lolly's

It's not a product... it's an alternative to mainstream fashion media

Jemma Gray

In The Court of The Creative King:
An Art Book
Art Historian • Jemmagray9@hotmail.com • +44 (0)7824 986 574
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It's not a product... it's an alternative to mainstream fashion media

Jemma Gray

In The Court of The Creative King:
An Art Book
On close inspection of my bookshelf and in particular my
magazines, I felt underwhelmed by their content - even my
alternative fashion magazines seemed overly commercial.
Consequently I created an art book that exposes the intricacies of the
making process in fashion. The graphic design of the book embodies
its unconventional content. The documents are bound separately so
two documents can be viewed simultaneously and issues emerge
through different interviews. Each section is designed differently
to reflect each individual designer’s processes.
The publication is found behind the counters at bookstores and
cafes in London and Antwerp. It is borrowed and returned. To ensure
its return there is a register, where the reader writes their name and
the date. The list enhances the feeling of a secret society gradually
developing throughout the city. Fly posters create a narrative
introducing the book to the niche audience and lead them to the
bookstores and cafes. The book was exhibited at 'Pick Me Up' Graphics
exhibition at Somerset House and a second edition is being published.

In collaboration with
Alexandra Verschueren, Chau Har Lee, Gisele Ganne, Narelle Dore, Tine de Russyer, Walter
Buchholz (Designers), Jackson Lam, Louise Naunton Morgan (Graphic Designers), Gavin
Bambrick, Britt Guns, Fernando Pascual, Lulu Ash (Photographers), Zoe Gray (Editor),
Harriet Quick, Penny Martin, Elizabeth Wilson (Contributors).
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Scan from Chau's sketchbook

ABCD, Raoul Hausmann 1923-1924

A film –The Five Obstructions by
Lars Von Trier & Jorgen Leth

Jemma interviewing Chau in her studio
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The Five Obstructions: This film instilled a
deeper awareness of the process in artistic
endeavours and proved to me that if the
delivery is appropriate, the process can be
incredibly entertaining to view.
Dada Photomontage provided fur ther
stimulation for the delivery of my content.
I wanted the art book layout to resemble a
photomontage, where placement of image
and text were key to be able to showcase
both my designers and also my own critical
stance in the sharp political way for which the
Dadaists were notorious. Hence, we used scans
from the designer’s actual sketch book placed
over the photography to further enhance this
photomontage effect.
Fashion theorists that I researched included
Jose Teunissen. She curated an exhibition
‘The Art of Fashion’ (2009) in Rotterdam at

the Boijmans van Beuningen Museum that
looked at designers that have moved away
from classical presentations for fashion. For
instance, experimental performance and
conceptual presentation in place of catwalk
that uncovers the rich narrative behind these
pieces. She offers a more open minded
insight into fashion’s possibilities outside the
commercial realm. This led me to delve deeper
into the subject of the consumer and the part
they play in the manufacture of fashion. Jean
Baudrillard’s The Consumer Society (1970) was
a text I referenced, as was Elizabeth Wilson's
Chic Thrills: A Fashion Reader (1992).

It's not a product... it's a service

Jonathan Rez

Selfridges Trails App:
Rethinking Retail Experience
Experience Designer • jonathan@rez.com.au • +44 (0)7503 937 397 • rez.com.au
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It's not a product... it's a service

Research
Stock

Jonathan Rez

Boutique

Customer path

Secondary information tier

Primary information tier

Retail district

Department store

Selfridges Trails App:
Rethinking Retail Experience
The Selfridges Trails app facilitates multilayered experiences in the
retail environment. Visitors can engage at varying levels; from following
the trail of a style-icon through to curating their own trail, which can
be shared with others who use the app, or with friends on popular
social networks. The app combines traditional visitor experiences with
contemporary online social networks blended with practical features.
The content available on the app and its features address various shop
visitor needs, whether it is used for fun or as a reliable source for finding
out what’s hot or what would suit a certain personality. The unique
opportunity lies in the thematic framework: user-generated, characterdriven experience, as opposed to top-down taxonomies and content.
Over time, as individual user generated content increases within the
app, its ability to meet varying needs of shop visitors expands.
Brands have much to gain from rethinking retail experience and visitor
take-out that could be richer, more memorable, more rewarding and
which can enhance the respect and trust of the consumer-visitor.

In collaboration with
Selfridges (providing the testbed, content development),
Rakhi Rajani (Social research advisor), Murray James (Retail design consultant),
Nir Markus (Software developer), Andreas Popp and Dave Glass (Independent Digital
Creative Directors), Eran Hertzman (VP Marketing, Mobixell).

Stock

Customer path

Secondary information tier

Primary information tier

Customer routes study within three retail space typologies

Boutique

product
based social
interaction
platform
add products to your
profile, share what you
like about a product
and discover products
Stock
liked by others
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discover what other
people like, or share
products you like
discover
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friends

discover
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Search results

everything

popular

share

Wish list

Seth (friend)

View

crumpler laptop bag

John
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me

Dave

Secondary information tier

friends

I like the fact that it looks better
than my colleague’s suit. Gotta try
it on.

Liked by 1 friend, 14 other

black tie

eames chair

What do you like about it?

Like

Armani suit

Products other people like:

share

you can add products to
your wish list and share
it with friends

me

Department store

popular

f

t

Like

View

More...
me

Share

friends

Customer path

popular

Wireframes for one of the initial app concepts: a product-based social interaction platform

product
based social
interaction
platform
add products to your
profile, share what you
like about a product
and discover products
liked by others

discover what other
people like, or share
products you like
discover

share

you can add products to
your wish list and share
it with friends

discover

discover
Search results

everything

popular

Wish list

black tie

Seth (friend)

View

crumpler laptop bag

John

View

Dave

eames chair

friends

me

I like the fact that it looks better
than my colleague’s suit. Gotta try
it on.

Liked by 1 friend, 14 other

Products other people like:

designer socks
Icon design development for the share feature
me

share
What do you like about it?

Like

Armani suit

View

More...
friends

popular

me

friends

popular
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Its not a product... it's a romance in the time of Skype

Lina Kovacevic

A Set for Online Romantic Dinner
Communication designer • linakovacevic@gmail.com
+44 (0)75 993 093 31 • www.linakovacevic.net
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Its not a product... it's a romance in the time of Skype

Research

Lina Kovacevic

A Set for Online Romantic Dinner
Set For Online Dining is a hybrid product. It sits at the border of art
and design, establishing its position as a critical, yet usable artifact.
It consists of material products; half of a plate, corner plate, USB
candlelight, jewellery, headphones, bow tie, headphones and
tablecloth (keycloth). The digital part of the project is an extension
into the virtual, consisting of poems and small interventions, which
work as triggers for better communication in the virtual world. The
kit is designed for couples in long distance relationships; a young,
media savvy, yet critical audience who will recognize the functional
characteristics of the product yet simultaneously enjoy challenging
its position. The inspiration for the project is found in the discourse
of Bertolt Brecht and his ‘distancing effect’. In Brecht's ‘Epic Theatre’
this effect is used to provoke rational self-reflection and a critical
view of the action on the stage. Stage could, in this specific case,
be replaced with the word 'internet'. The project hopes to establish
new ground for evaluative thinking in the field of, not necessarily art
or design, but creative practice in general. It points to spaces where
users can co-design and build their smaller narratives on top of the
grand narratives provided by large commercial companies.

In collaboration with
Maja Mehle (fashion design), Debbie Stack (embroidery),
Fernanda de Uriarte (product design).
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It's not a product... it's a stimulus

Monica Hernandez

Room 0: The Reset Button
3D Designer • monhern@gmail.com • +44 (0)7800 546 924
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Monica Hernandez

Room 0: The Reset Button

Room 0 is a tool for art and design students to stimulate their
creative thinking through random association.
The virtual space (www.room0.co.uk) acts as an archive of
uploaded inspirational material that is then fed into the physical
space (located in the new Kings Cross CSM building).
By playing the inspirational game in the physical environment,
the user can generate patterns of interest and thereby identify the
potential to stimulate future ideas. It is a community based project
addressed at creative students and art education institutions where
there is a niche to provide students with a new, democratic
and accessible service to tackle a creative blockage.

In collaboration with
Luis de Bethencourt (web programmer), Aurelio Alamo (architect),
Robin Crowley (design), Alexia Dickinson (film).
Special Thanks to: Piers Roberts, Graham Crowley.
The user's journey (initial stages of the project development)
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It's not a product... it's a long distance call

Stephanie Ip

TWO: Keep In Touch
Visual Communication Designer • steph.ip223@gmail.com • +44 (0)7876 711 481
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It's not a product... it's a long distance call

Stephanie Ip

TWO: Keep In Touch
A non-verbal communication tool in the form of domestic products
that enables interaction between families and friends separated by vast
geographical divides. While emerging technologies are increasing global
connectivity, the physical distance between families and friends is also
growing as people migrate and disperse. TWO was developed to explore
communication between loved ones when time zones, culture and
language are proving obstacles in existing communication methods.
TWO develops familiar household products that provide habitual
interfaces for real time interaction between two people. The products
enable communication in a subtle and corporeal manner at moments
when exchanging words is not possible or appropriate. It explores
our need for touch as human beings, an element largely missing
in remote communication tools. The products become a mutual
interface through which both users are able to perform the action of
touch metaphorically. They begin to build an incremental trust and
familiarity within everyday routines. They allow users ‘to sculpt rich and
individually crafted narratives that map subject-object relationships
as they evolve over time’ (Chapman 2005). One truth remains that the
need to be close to loved ones is inherent in all of us.

In collaboration with
Lourina Botha (Designer), Isaac Ip (Amstrad Plc, BSkyB, Electronic engineering), Andy
Stockton (Amstrad Plc, BSkyB, Electronic execution), Special Design Ltd. (Prototype
service), Carson Leong , Alex Prior, Olivia Sautreuil, Errik Wong (Production Team).
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It's not a product... it's a place to sit and have a natter

Suzanne O' Connell

The Chatter Mat: Public Furniture
for Storytelling and Dialogue
Spatial & Interaction Designer • suz.oco@googlemail.com
+44 (0)7545 022 700 • www.suzoco.co.uk

1:10 scaled model of 'The Chatter Mat'

'The Chatter Mat' prototype experiments, London Fields, May '10
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Suzanne O' Connell

The Chatter Mat: Public Furniture
for Storytelling and Dialogue

'The Chatter Mat' is a movable pack of furniture to be used in
public spaces for dialogue and storytelling.
An average pack contains 40 reconfigurable, triangular modules that
form a site specific, dynamic and ever changing public seating.
With the advent of the communication age, there is no longer a
need to share dialogue and stories face to face, as we once did.
However, we are all social beings and inherently desire one to
one physical human contact and interactions (Dunbar 1998). This
furniture creates a context and framing narrative to encourage
interaction. It invites the public to come sit and engage
in their public space.

In collaboration with
Austin Burke (Graphic Designer, symbols), Ross Harrington (Graphic Designer, instruction
booklet), Brendan O' Connell (Architect, prototyping), David Magnier (Moving Image,
animation), Helena Doyle (3D Spatial Designer, facilitation and development
of storytelling event at Eutrophia, Depford).
Example layout configuration from the assemble instruction booklet
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Storytelling game to investigate the role of props to inspire and encourage conversation and storytelling

It got me thinking of
a form that could bend
and fold in many ways
to create a dynamic and
changing landscape, which
could shape different
seating configurations

This atmosphere of cocreation is what I envisage
emulating in our streets
and squares through the
use of ‘The Chatter Mat’

Models to explore how a form could bend and fold to create many types of seating configurations
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It's not a strategy... it's the Cuauhxically’s journey

Camilla Zucchi

Displacing the Object: A Handbook
Content Developer-Archaeologist • Vyolet83@yahoo.it • +44 (0)7766 533 954
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Camilla Zucchi

THE AUDIENCE AND THE OBJECT
A DIALECTICAL EXPERIENCE

Displacing the Object: A Handbook
The handbook, for museum professionals and content developers,
outlines a new content development and display methodology for
historical exhibitions. Many museums have developed out-reach
programmes to engage new audiences but these efforts have not had
major impact on museum displays.
I propose community audiences and their context as drivers for the
process of content development and display. This approach is inspired
by the narrative theories of Mieke Bal, Lefevbre and Foucault theories on
the perception of space and Hein’s book ‘The Museum in transition: a
philosophical perspective’. To test the process I used a representation of an
archaeological artefact, ‘The Cuauhxically stone’ - imagining it came from
the Mexican Gallery of the British Museum - and “displaced” it through a
three-stage approach with non-museum going audiences from Hackney.
I ran handling and interpretation interviews and workshops in pubs,
bookshops and people’s homes.
The workshops involved participants of different ages and diverse
cultural backgrounds. Finally, I planned the return and display of the
object and the interpretations to the British Museum. The design of
the space invites typical museum visitors to participate in the same
sequence of interpretation and engage with the thoughts
of the non-typical museum audience.
In collaboration with
Andrea Tocchini (editing and writing), Leonardo Gandini (graphic design), Jonathan Rez
(graphic design), Chen (spatial design), Ricky Lai (graphic design and illustration), Valerio
Di Lucente (graphic design), Iyvone Khoo (video and sound editing), Mafalda Giudice,
Amarjit Dhanjal (social-educational workshops).
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'Each subculture, culture or social community
has its own ways of thinking which determine
the rules within the communication pattern..'
— Hooper-Greenhill, 1995.
The content of a story is what we want to
tell our audience. Its starting points are
documents, materials, information we
are interested in and that we want to talk
about, tell.
There is content in books, films, spaces,
in any medium that tells a story; museum
environments and exhibitions are part of these
spaces that 'tell a story' to the audience. The
way the audience understands and perceives
this story depends very much on the narrator
or medium of the telling, but also on the
background and experience of the visitor.
If we think of the relation between the
audience and the object they hold similar
characteristics to those that can be found
in an “interpersonal human relationship”,
the role and features of the visitor are as

Learning seems to take place in a “transitional
area” between reality and imagination, and
between the inner world of the visitor and the
real world (Benjamin, 2008), or the world of
the object, the way the audience interacts
with the real world, changes according to
his personal background and the object
he is relating to. The process in which the
dialectical experience occurs can enhance or
diminish the understanding of the message
or story in itself, and also the visitor’s personal
experience has the same importance.
How could the understanding of the
audience together with the object, drive
the development of the story or content in
museum environments?
We could also think of Hirst’s definition, and
say that we should be, “Moving from the
author-subject toward a view of the subject
as an agent-effect of a discursive formation..”
(Hirst, 2003).
This is an important final statement on

important as the object.
Relating this to museum environments,
how much does the study and research of
the audience affect the development of the
message or content?

the importance of the subject-object in
museums environments - for the “discursive
formation” of the audience. How can the
curators help this process and not impose
their personal discourse?

Research

HANDLING OBJECTS

As a first stage of the displacement, the
object was taken around the streets of a
specific area of London and given to people
to handle and look at.
The historical background was revealed
o n l y at t h e e n d o f t h e ex p e r i e n c e .
The aim was to understand the
impor tance and role of the object in
its first dialectical experience with an
audience handling it -instead of merely
looking at it through glass. Like strangers
bumping into each other in the streets, the
object created different impressions and
emotional experiences.
What information does the physicality of it
give to a person? What triggers them in a short
time and surreal situation, i.e. the street?

The recording of the first impression
and the photo documentation shows
how, the “inter viewed” interests and
c u r i o s i t y w e r e t r i g g e r e d . A s a fi r s t
conclusion to this stage, it seems that
people do get involved and relate better
to the physicality and surreal approach
of the object out of context, but time
w is e a n d l o c at i o n o f t e n a re s t ro n g
limiting factors. During this short time, it is
possible to gain mainly the first impression
a b o u t t h e o b j e c t, b u t n ot a d e e p e r
interpretation of it.
Lo c at i o n : Ev e r y d a y e n v i ro n m e nt i n
Hackney, London.
Time: 5 to 10 minutes, brief and unexpected.
Audience: All kinds of people, mainly aged
18-60 Single approach, one to one.
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It's not a strategy... it's a web solution for fashion houses to tell a story

Lili Chieng de Montal

The Show Must Go On!
An Alternative to the Fashion Runway Show
Case Study on Nina Ricci
Concept Designer, Event Stylist, Visual Merchandiser for Marketing and Fashion
lchieng@dream-ming.com • +33 (0)6 1920 8035
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Lili Chieng de Montal

The Show Must Go On!
An Alternative to the Fashion Runway Show
The Internet and instant access to information has undermined
the fashion shows as the main communication vehicle for Fashion
Houses to present a collection. Fashion shows are expensive, shortlived, experienced by few and geographically restrictive. Besides, there
is a 6-month gap between the fashion show and the launch of the
collections in the stores. I call this the Fashion White Space: a period
of high desire that Fashion Houses create, but do not benefit from,
as they are often copied before their collections are released.
This project suggests an alternative approach: to present a collection
using a narrative structure and activating the Fashion White Space.
This system is primarily a web strategy, using episodic film to reveal the
collection in stages, providing a new rhythm for the fashion calendar.
Film is used to contextualize the collection, explore fashion narratives
and add new creative expression to the brand. With an instant webcast,
the brand maintains unbroken connection with the audience, and the
viewer can pre-book the products directly from the episodes.
A series of events online and offline can be derived from
the film, customisable by each Fashion House. This approach allows
infinite possibilities of creative activation, including keeping
a redefined fashion show.
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In collaboration with
Special thanks to Fashion Houses Nina Ricci, Stella McCartney, Alice Temperley
and Lacoste, who have entrusted me with their collections in order to test my project.
I am very grateful to the 35 passionate collaborators who helped produce the mock up:
Yoel Dahan and his production studio Hands Up Family, the director Benjamin Courtines,
producer Lauren Hawthorne, the film crew (Jean-Eudes Auboin, Isabel Mercier, the Red
camera crew, the Steadycam Benjamin Fatras, the sound engineer, the assistants), photographers Alexandra Babonneau / Christophe Roué / Bruno Galli, web developer Patrick
Pierini, graphic studio Press Agrum, the actors, models and their agents,
stylist Hieu Cat, the hair and make up artists, and all the other sponsors
for the locations of the film and photo shoots.
Lastly, I would like to thank my external advisors and mentors Alice Morgaine, Yoel Dahan,
Alexandre Fauvet and Diana Chan Chieng, for their invaluable insights.
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Break during photoshoot

Research

Styling

Director of photography

Photoshoot

Episode 3, hair & make-up

Steadycam

Red camera crew

Photo story, hair & make-up
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Episode 2, stalking scene

Episode 2 styling

Episode 3, hotel scene

It's not a strategy... it's f low

Fernando Pascual

Paradigmotion: A Communications Consultancy
Manager and Communication Designer • fernando@paradigmotion.co.uk • +44 (0) 78 8362 9373

Virtual Space, web

Public Space, school
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Fernando Pascual

Paradigmotion: A Communications Consultancy
Paradigmotion is a Communications Consultancy Company
focused on empowering people in the context of four different kinds
of spaces: Private, Public, Virtual and Tangible Space. Private space is
that shared with people we know or occupy by ourselves;
Public Space is shared with people that we don't know; Virtual
Space is that in which our physical action has no material response;
Tangible space is the physical nature of space in which we live.
As our starting point we make a diagram of the current client context
including audience interaction with each type of space, then we
define the goals of the project, highlighting how to improve audience
actancy. Next we evolve a new diagram, with new actancies and we
define how the client can achieve them. Implementation follows and
success is evaluated using market and opinion intelligence tools.

Virtual open and closed space

An example of our process is shown in this exhibition, a project
called “wash your hands” It is a proposal for a campaign to
encourage people to wash their hands, the outcomes were developed
for web, schools and parks. It is about how to facilitate the action of
washing hands appealing to interaction through the four spaces as a
long term solution for a well known health issue.

In collaboration with
Thomas Sevcik (Strategy Adviser), Gerardo López Gallo (Business adviser),
Jorge Rodríguez, Andross Morales (Design), Eduardo González (Market and Opinion
Intelligence adviser), Pearl Sun (Designer).
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Find the message, find the outcomes, find the city points= tell a story
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“I'm interested in precise meaning and in
reverberations in associate levels.”
— Robert Stone, Writer

Public Space, school (trial)

Public Space, park ( trial )
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It's not a strategy... it's a global investigation into art residencies

Gaby Ron

Art Residencies in Conflicted Areas
Curator • gabyron@gmail.com • +44 (0)78 3750 9566

Photos from The Delfina Foundation Residency
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Gaby Ron

Art residency in conflicted areasselected research

Art Residencies in Conflicted Areas
What is the role of art residency programs in areas of conflict and
what kind of dialogue can the art residency mechanisms create?
The project investigates the role of artists residency programs in
areas of conflict, examining ways for creating models of participation
via the residency mechanism. The main outcome is a long term
project, a cross-cultural, cross-political art residency in Cairo,
Egypt and Bat Yam, Israel that facilitates participation
between Arabic and Israeli artists in the Middle East.
The research focuses on the format of residency programs and cultural
hubs from around the world, investigating models of alternative
educational environments employed by artists. I investigated different
types of conflict, from the political and religious to more “hidden”
social and economical conflict on a housing estate in the UK.
I produced a series of interviews with 12 selected residencies from the
USA, the UK, the EU and the Middle East. I learned to identify how the
mechanism behind art residency program can generate an artistic
dialogue and a cross transfer of thoughts. This is a long-term project
and as such it keeps on evolving and changing itself.
http://www.air-research.org

In collaboration with
Jonathan Rez (Web graphics), Guglielmo Rossi (Print design), Tall Tales (Collaborators/
Organizers of The Market Estate Pilot Residency), Blithe Riley and Mary Coble (Artists in
residence in The Market Estate) , Nini Palavandishvili, GeoAIR, Serra Ozhan, (Apartment
Project), Adalet R.Garmiany, Joanna Choukeir (participants in round table event
MOBY), Bat Yam Museum The Cairo Bat Yam Residency Project.
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Photo taken at the CIC
art residency in Cairo

Selected paragraphs from the project's key
theoretical backing. My theoretical backing
originates from a few selected texts. I chose visual
culture theory texts that deal with the relationships
between art, culture, participation and politics. The
first inspiration came from a text by Umberto Eco –
The poetics of the open work, 1962

"The situation can be summed up as follows:
the worker depends on things he produces; then he inevitably under the
dominion of the money that represents them; after this, the more he goes on
production the more he becomes like the merchandise he produces. In other
words, he is no longer the producer of his own work, so the larger this product,
the lesser he will be. Solution: a system of collective production in which the
worker is no longer working for others but working for himself and his own kin,
and thus feels that he makes his own product and that he is one with it." 5
Just as the “worker” depends on the things he produces and its financial profit,
so does the artist depend on the production of his work and its commercial
value. According to Eco, the solution is to create a collective system where the
worker creates for himself and not to the demands of others. This resolution
can be compared to the notion of freedom that the in-residency mechanism
provides for the artists. When the artist is freed from the mechanism of
production his acts are freed as well, to deal with politics and social participation.
I am mostly interested not in participation as an artistic practice, but rather in
how and when the shift into participation actually occurs. This is a shift that
instigates a political effect. According to Irit Rogoff, "art does not have to be

Research

overtly political in its subject matter in order to produce a political effect thus
constituting a politics rather than reflecting one".
The framing narrative of the Cairo Bat Yam residency project by itself forms a
political act. However, it should be emphasized that the residency project does
not necessarily deal with the politics of the conflict.

Research

different sectors. The question is how much can these initiatives work as a tool
for art and culture to impact on the society in terms of education ect. For me
this is a very important point in the things I do.”
Adam J Knights

Photo taken at the Dowen art residency in Rotterdam
Photo taken at the CIC art residency in Cairo

Photos from The Delfina Foundation Residency

Key quotes from Round Table Number 01: Intricate Mobility in Artist Residencies.
Nini Palavandishvili
“When we select artists or curators for the residency they need to have a
special interests in the region, to explore the region, what is happening in it
and its social or political connections. We ask all of our residents to make a
presentation, artist’s talk or workshop and also to leave something behind for
the archive it could be information about their residency experience or their
artistic activity. This way the archive keeps growing. GeoAIR is an umbrella
organization with the archive and residency working in it.
Adalet R. Garmiany
“For me it’s interesting to see how can these art initiatives (in Iraq) relate to
the locals, how much we can get to the social side of the life of the people, how
much people in the region are aware of such events and how does it relate to
them. There are always the concerns about all kinds of global issues especially
in the Middle East where there are many crisis with different countries and
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Photo from the "intricate
mobility round table event"

“Residency hoping in now almost a way of life for some people. I think it’s
almost surprising to see how competitive art residencies have become and
even when it’s in areas of conflict artists really want to go there. I think it says
something about artists wanting to be more international on a wider scale.”

Photo from the "intricate mobility round table event"

For more information please go to: www.air-research.org

It's not a strategy... it's a path to the truth

Madina Safina

Boomerang
Journalist • m.m.safina@gmail.com • +44 (0)7795 577 801
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Madina Safina

Boomerang
Boomerang: a website and a face-to-face discussion club.
Boomerang is an independent communication platform with a
particular focus on issue-based analytical dialogue. It is dedicated to
Kazakhstani people both inside and outside the country, and those
interested in Kazakhstan.

Kazakhstan

This project aims to raise only crucial issues in politics, religion,
ecology and culture. The project debates matters important to
Kazakhstan that are currently going unnoticed by the public and the
government. The aim is to inform, educate and enable people to
speak up and create change in the country.
The title Boomerang encapsulates the goal of the project: to
cast questions about important issues out into the public realm,
gathering and circulating feedback.

Freedom of speech in Kazakhstan in 2005.
Source: www.adilsoz.kz

A virtual discussion club also extends to a face-to-face club, which is
held in Kazakhstan several times a year, following the discussion on
the website, bringing expertise and a public debate to a topic.
The project is not trying to develop common group values
and beliefs. The only two things that might be uniting members
as a community are pluralism and their concern for
the future of the newly independent Kazakhstan.

In collaboration with
Yara Jalkh, Stephanie Ip (graphic design), David Cleworth (web-design),
Murat Safin, Temirlan Safin, Fernando Pascual (advisory board).
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A soviet poster showing the lack
of freedom of speech in the country

Nuclear explosion in Semipalatinsk,
Kazakhstan, 1949.
Source: www.vkontakte.ru
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Research questions
What narrative strategy should be applied?
How to introduce topics effectively?
How to enable audience participation?
What tone of voice should be used?
Who is the narrator?
What is the manifesto of the project?
How to obtain the audience's trust?
How to trigger a fruitful conversation?
How to reach the government's attention?

Nuclear explosions since 1945. Source: www.monk.com.ua
Test blog. www.boomerang-kz.blogspot.com
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A boomerang concept of the project

It's not a strategy... it's an engaging learning experience

Patcharin Kachanubal

The Activating Space
Architect and Spatial Designer • yui_noryoo@hotmail.com
+44 (0)7876 084 243 • +66 (0)86 892 693

The methodology book
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Patcharin Kachanubal

The Activating Space
A transition space to increase learning potential and experience.
The project narrative is driven by the disconnection between the
everyday world and the museum. Museums and learning centres
play an important educational role in our society, however people
enter museums often preoccupied and even exhausted by the
chaos of the everyday world. They enter unprepared for their visit
and often leave without retaining much information or many
reflections that can inform their lives.
The Activating Space is a transition area that prepares people to enter the
museum. The structural form, lighting and temperature revitalise the body
and stimulate curiosity and thought encouraging engagement and focus.
The structure and informal learning strategy counteract museum fatigue
and increase the chances of a richer learning experience.

The museum analysis to identify an issue and locate the activating space.

How can I use narrative theory and my background in architecture to improve the
visitor’s experience and their learning?
As shown in the left figure, my
model for “the Activating Space”
consists of three elements: physical
environment, emotion and intellect.
Using this diagram I developed and
unfolded the complex structure of
this project systematically.
Space adaptation model for the activating space

As a concrete implementation, the Telecommunication Museum
in Thailand has commissioned an Activating Space comprised of
interwoven cables that create the transitional experience into the
museum. The structure works as a metaphor of the exhibition narrative,
which is a chronological account of the history of telecommunications.

From the analysis the project developed into a museum experience in sequence
as a time line journey.

I have also created a methodology book showing how to apply the
Activating Space. Client: CAT Telecom Public Company Limited
In collaboration with
Chulalongkorn University (Content and 3D rendering), Stonehenge Co.Ltd: Construction
and consultant Andreas Gruenert (Consultant), Chiara Onida (Product and interactive
design), Ziyi Dai (Product and program design), Rattanapon Bo, Sarinn Nuke (Landscape
design), Perapat Taam, Juliana Ju, Pitchaya Mim, Kanaporn Ploy (Production).
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The Time-line Journey for the visitors’ experience
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The Aesthetic Grammar
The aesthetic grammar unfolded from research outcomes, theoretical texts and
the constraints from the client. Each element derived from the narrative analysis.
Activating space as the museum entrance: The cables are a metaphor for the museum
and its content. These cables – gathered from the company’s unused materials
interweave to create a tunnel shape.
The Storyboard

“ We can view the museum experience as a timeline- a journey from a person’s first thought
of visiting a museum, through the actual visit, and then beyond, when the museum
experience remains only in memory. We have focused not on what visitors should do
and remember, but on what they actually do and remember. ” (H. Falk and D. Dierking)
To test the users’ experience, I created “The Activating Tool”. This led my analysis
into a deeper research.

Action research
I did two experiments, the first at the British Museum and the second at the Royal
Academy of Arts, where I tested activating tools and observed the visitors reaction and
engagement with the learning process. These experiments allowed me to test different
types of materials. Each material matched appropriately to each exhibition.

Using tools to change the look and enhance the public engagement with museums
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The conceptual design process

The aesthetic grammar reflects the concept of “Activating Space”, the look and
feel within the space will 'activate' visitors with sound, lighting, moving images
and the cable structure.

The users’ experience within the Activating space

Product
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It's not an exhibition... it's the sound of my neighbourhood

Evi Kontova

The Sound of My Neighborhood:
Whitechapel Stories
Curator, Museologist • evakontova@hotmail.com • +44 (0)7762 276 895

A reference to the history of feminism in Whitechapel

Par t of the exhibition map, four th floor Idea Store Whitechapel

Listening to stories from three generations of women who worked as doctors and nurses in

Design by Fernanda de Uriarte.

the 1940s, 1970s and 1990s at the Royal London Hospital.
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The Sound of My Neighborhood:
Whitechapel Stories
Whitechapel, the heart of the East End in London, has played
host to numerous waves of immigrants over many years. Today,
many communities in Whitechapel remain strangers to each other
despite living in close proximity. The Sound of my Neighborhood:
Whitechapel Stories is an exhibition that provides an opportunity
for diverse communities to share their experiences
and overcome cultural divisions.
The exhibition: seven views from the windows on the fourth floor of the
Idea Store are marked out by picture frames and interpreted through
the voices of local people. Each of the frames introduces a theme
associated with the view. People listening are invited to look through
the frame and envisage the stories taking place.
Oral histories are used to explore how the same buildings and streets
have been perceived and experienced by different people over time.
A collection of oral testimonies were recorded specifically for the
project and these are interspersed, in the installation, with stories
from local history archives. The collection of stories will continue at
workshops in the Idea Store as part of the ongoing project
to give voice to the vibrant, local, multicultural population.
The exhibition runs 2-27 June 2010 at the Idea Store Whitechapel.
In collaboration with
Vincenso Lanziello (graphic design), Fernanda de Uriarte (graphic and product design),
Joao Bacalhao (sound production).
Special thanks to the Idea Store Library Learning Information Whitechapel, London
Borough of Tower Hamlets and Kudu Arts Production for their support.
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The street market on Whitechapel Road is over one hundred years old and has been the support of the
many poor populations arriving over the years. This frame invites you to listen to stories from people
who have been working there in recent years.

Research

The exhibition takes place on the fourth floor
Interviews with local people working

Research

Deqa Mohamed from Bangladesh shares her thoughts about living in Whitechapel

of the 'Idea Store Whitechapel'

in Whitechapel

Recording workshop with the Sister Circle, a community group in Whitechapel

Interviews and sounds from the market became part of the exhibition sound stories
Photographs by Evi Kontova
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It's not an exhibition... it's a collective translation of science into design

Fernanda de Uriarte

Material Sound
3D Designer • ferdeu@yahoo.com • +44 (0)7868 477 915

Notes by Dr. David Berman. These equations were used to translate string
theory into sound. The resulting sounds were given to artists and designers
from different backgrounds to translate them into tangible outcomes that
reflect String Theory. These are some examples of their experiments.

Exhibition space layout

The exhibition takes the visitors through every
stage of the process. At the sound booth, visitors
are told about the relationship between string
theory and sound and how the translation was
made; the sounds of string theory are displayed
here. Each exhibition table shows the process
through which each artist/designer translated
the sounds into form.
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I n o rd e r t o d o c u m e nt t h e
translation process, each artist/
designer was sent a toolkit that
included the sounds of string
theory, a brief and a series of
instructions or worksheets. The
kits are displayed in the exhibition
along with the final outcomes.

Fernanda de Uriarte

Material Sound
The project explores how powerful ideas in scientific theories
inspire artists and designers and how their creative outcomes
communicate that science. It investigates how scientific content
can map narratives onto art/design objects that trigger questioning
and reflection upon science.
Material Sound investigates the reciprocal relationship between
science and creative disciplines by following the translation of String
Theory from a mathematical model to sound, through a creative
process, resulting in a series of art/design objects.

Contents of the first stage of translation kit: introduction,
sound and worksheet

The final outcome will be a two- day exhibition that showcases
the process and the translated form; it will be complemented by a
creative workshop and talks on string theory and design.
The project aims to attract creative practitioners and students
but also people involved in sciences and those interested in the
meeting points between both. It offers a tangible and practical way
for the audience to engage with String Theory: in giving a creative
interpretation, it brings a new approach to the research
and a challenging starting point for artists/designers.

In collaboration with
David Berman (science consultancy and translation of mathematical model into sound),
Bernardo Dominguez (graphic design), Manuel Harari (3D renderings), Gianpaolo Fusari,
Sofía García-Noriega, Heather Parker, Arnaud Dechelle and Carolina Huerta: testing the
kits for translation of sound into creative outcomes.
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Designer's response on worksheet
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How does science inspire artists and designers? How can scientific content map a
narrative onto art/design objects? How is their creative process affected by having
science as a starting point; and how does this creative process, including its outcome,
communicate the science that inspired it in the first place?
In 'The Elegant Universe' Brian Green explains that according to String Theory, the
Universe is not 4-dimensional as we are used to understanding it. It suggests there is an
extra 6-dimensional space within these known dimensions where tiny vibrating strings
exist. These strings are the smallest components of everything that exists in the Universe.
Strings need energy to vibrate. The more energy that is applied into the 6-dimensional
space, the more they vibrate. “For example, when you blow air into a pen cap it emits a
sound; the harder you blow the higher the pitch of this sound. The pen cap represents
the 6-dimensional space. The air blown into it is the energy input. Therefore, the sound
emitted would be the vibration of strings.” (Dr. David Berman, Queen Mary College)
In Background Noise, perspectives on sound art, Brandon LaBelle discusses the
dynamic relationship between sound and space and observes “the materiality of
a room shapes the contours of sound...at the same time ‘the sound wave arriving
at the ear is the analogue of the current state of the environment, it is charged by
each interaction with the environment’. Thus, what we hear... is a spatial event.”
LaBelle’s description of sound also describes the relationship bet ween
strings, their vibrations and the 6D space they occupy. The complex shape
of this space, or Clabi-Yau manifold, determines the way in which strings
vibrate and therefore the frequencies of those vibrations. The way in which
these strings vibrate determines the properties of the particles they form.
Cymatics is the study of visible sound and vibration. When different media are
excited by different frequencies, their surface create geometric patterns; the
higher the frequency, the more complex the pattern. Hans Jenny`s Cymatics.
A study of Wave Phenomena and Vibration and Evan Grant`s Making sound
visible through cymatics talk on TED were my main references on the field.

Most relevant case studies:
Cymatica, the wave lattice approach to synchronized
formal proportion by architect Benlloyd Goldstein is
“an architectural thesis investigation exploring the
synthesis of spatial proportion and form generated
from sound” (Goldstein, 2009). In his project
different media are excited by different frequencies
using computer software; the resulting patterns
are then taken to rapid prototyping to produce
3D spaces that are the direct representations of
the original frequency.
Harmonic Structural Surface _CNC Milled.
Benlloyd Goldstein source: cymatica.net

Jenny, Hans (1967) Cymatics.
A study of Wave Phenomena and
Vibration. Volume I. p. 22

Design and the Elastic Mind, an exhibition at the
MoMA, New York, in 2008 “explores the reciprocal
relationship between science and design in
the contemporary world by bringing together
design objects and concepts that marry the
most advanced scientific research with attentive
consideration of human limitations, habits, and
aspirations.”

Harmonic Structural Surface
_CNC Milled. Benlloyd Goldstein
Source: cymatica.net
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It's not an exhibition... it's a journey

Guowei Yang

The Return Identity
Curator/Spatial Designer • ygw189@hotmail.com • +44 (0)7979 660 682
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Guowei Yang

The Return Identity
The Return Identity; Chinese young artist and designer exhibition
'The Return Identity' is a one-stop exhibition in China to show the
most talented young Chinese designers and artists currently working
in the UK. The exhibited works represent the best of these artists
and designers who have been living abroad for many years. Their
experience of an “East Meets West” clash of creative and personal
identity has generated some stunning works.
An original and daring curatorial practice will be used in China.
Alongside the work, examples of life experiences of the artists and
designers will form an integral part of the exhibition, presenting a
view of the artists beyond their works. This novel curatorial practice
will shine new light on the work and give the audience a well-rounded
experience.
As a country with rich history currently building its creative
industries, China needs a critical mass of young artists and designers
to form a mature creative cadre. At the same time, as the Chinese
economy grows, the need for not only material but also cultural
products will grow.

In collaboration with
Bin Tan (Film Editor), Dandan Zhang(Exhibitor), Tianzhuo Chen (Exhibitor),
Zhenwei Huang (Exhibitor), Yi Ma (Graphic Design Advisor),
Shaoxiong Zhang (3d Design Advisor).
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When I conducted research on carbon emissions, I curated the 'Cheers:) 2009 London'
exhibition. I decided to do this because it had a special significance for me, particularly to
curate an all-Chinese artists and designers exhibition in London.

Research
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http://exhibitioncheers.com/2009/
news/private-viewing/
This was one of the most important
parts of my research. Interviewing
the artists meant that I was present
to prompt them to tell their stories,
about their creative process and their
thought about being part of this SCG.

Also, I tried to further develop the idea of
their 'special identity'.
The spatial design of my project has
been influenced most by one of my case
studies: the exhibition 'Identity: eight
rooms, nine lives'. I was inspired by the
form of that exhibition, showing a mix
of media and objects to describe each
person's stories. This encouraged me
to exhibit different media works of each
exhibitor in my project. In addition, the
spatial distribution used in the case study
inspired me to separate my exhibition
space into three sections.
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It's not an exhibition... it's a collection of things that tell stories

Nicole Plascak

Things that Tell Stories
Creative Director • niplascak@gmail.com • +44 (0)7599 409 579

Visitor interaction during the exhibition at Portobello Road Market

Visitors peeking inside the cabinet that displayed the objects

Family interacting with the objects and stories

Visitors looking at the map of the area on display while passersby throw curious looks
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Nicole Plascak

Things that Tell Stories
Whether we call ourselves collectors or not, we all keep things that
help us construct the world around us, things that remind us
of other things, things that tell stories. The project is a three-phase
participatory curatorial methodology that challenges the individual
role of the curator/collector. Participants collectively create and display
a new collection telling stories of a neighbourhood and community.
The process starts with social and site research which lead to
an introductory session to invite participation. The second phase
is an expedition to collect objects and stories that embody the
participants’ thoughts about the place and its culture. This collection
is then publicly displayed to reinforce a sense of pride and ownership
among the community, of their local history and culture. The project
was tested in Golborne Ward, West London. The exhibition took the
shape of a stall in Portobello Market and engaged over 400 visitors in
two days. It produced fresh insight into the past, present and future
of the area and the accompanying catalogue invited the audience to
add objects or start their own collection of things that tell stories.

In collaboration with
Luiz Citton and Ken Kirton (graphic design), Matt Haycocks (exhibition design and production), Evi Kontova (Advisors), Toby Laurent, Fernando Pascoal, Rahki Rajani,
Elli Resvanis, Madina Safina and Fernanda de Uriarte.
Special thanks to Mark Atkinson of the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea and the
Arts Service who kindly funded the project with support from the Street Trading Office.
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Golborne Ward
After initial desk research on the
area, Golborne Ward was chosen as
the main subject for its rich history
and discrepancy in relation to the
rest of the Borough on issues of
unemployment, deprivation, housing
and poverty. There was also a housing
re-development to happen in the
area, creating tension and fear of the
future. This scenario was perfect for
the project for it explores positively
Golborne’s history and culture.
Research question
How things tell stories and how to
create a collection telling stories of a
community through an educational
methodology?

Hand-drawn map of Golborne Ward with annotations about the collection
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Deta i l of objec t on d isplay w it h stor y

Research

“Through collecting,

– Moroccan Tagine

the passionate pursuit of
possession finds fulfilment
and the everyday prose of
objects is transformed into
poetry, into a triumphant

Detail of object on display with story– Fur Coat

“Objects are one of the
mediums we use to keep
memories” — Pearce, 1994
Selection of comments left by visitors dur-

unconscious discourse”

ing the exhibition

— Baudrillard (1968)

Detail of visitor leaving a comment at the exhibition

Overall view of exhibition stall
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It's not an exhibition... it's a treasure hunt of memories

Yibing Xi

Past Immediate:
Memorising the Metamorphoses of a Cityscape
Interior and Spatial Designer • yibing_xi@yahoo.com.cn • +44 (0)7868 552 037

The exhibition catalogue

Camera package design
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Yibing Xi

Past Immediate:
Memorising the Metamorphoses of a Cityscape
The rapid development of Beijing is having a profound impact on the
lives and imaginations of its citizens. As a local Beijing resident,
I feel that the powerful emotional impact of the changes underway deserve to
be documented. During my lifetime many landmarks and familiar ways of
life have disappeared. Those pleasant moments when my grandmother
talked about the chiming from the bell tower at a dawn in summer and
other neighborhood anecdotes are long gone. It is important for people who
love the city to capture these precious experiences, so we can have things to talk
about with our children, our friends and, most importantly, to have universal
memories of the city. As part of the project Beijing residents were asked
to use disposable cameras to record multiple dimensions of their daily
life and describe what they think is their real Beijing. These personal
moments, captured with a camera that is not adjustable and is limited in
quantity parallel memory itself.
The photographs revealing these emotional moments are exhibited in a
traditional Chinese courtyard space. The visual display of 242 images, taken
by 12 different people is organized into five themes - work, travel, intimacy,
family, and social life. The exhibition zones are also marked by recordings of
sounds from the city and songs chosen by the 12 exhibitors.

In collaboration with
Ren Chao (photographer who collected all images in Beijing),
Sun Ying (graphic designer).
Categorising photos of Beijing
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Information collection was the key
task in my initial research phase.
I star ted with desk research,
w h i c h h e l p e d m e g e n e r ate
questionnaires and site research.
Both in turn helped to complete
the desk research.
Research was focused on
questionnaires and interviews with
Beijing residents who participated
in my project.
Through highlighting the most
relevant infor mat ion on t he
questionnaires and comparing
data, I was able to start arranging
the information, allowing me to
identify my progress and what
needed to proceed.

Theory books

Feedback from the interim show

Questionnaires

Notebook
Categorising
andphotos
sketchbook
of Beijing
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It's not architecture... it's a tide that bridges the past and the present

Chih-Ching Chen

Below the Surface: Turning Forgotten Spaces
into a Meaningful Urban Walk
Architect and Spatial Designer • greenchenchih@hotmail.com • +44 (0)7833 796 751

Walk with me, Watch me, Experience me and Listen to my voice
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London Bridge

Chih-Ching Chen

Below the Surface: Turning Forgotten Spaces
into a Meaningful Urban Walk
Walbrook Wharf

Shakespeare's Globe
Theatre

Tide
The river is tidal in London with a rise and fall of 7 metres
(23 ft) and becomes non-tidal at Teddington Lock.
The Thames through London is tidal and consequently
twice a day the tide moves up and down the River.

Millennium Bridge
Tate Modern

The project is a series of interventions in abandoned and forgotten
spaces on the south bank of the river Thames that reveal their rich
historical and social meaning and prompt reflection on sustainability
and urban regeneration. The interventions create new urban
experiences for tourists and Londoners alike.

Southwark Bridge

The River Thames

London was born on the fertile ground of my banks and prospered
out of my rich waters. I've seen her change. I've seen her bloom and
fade. You walk my banks, uncaringly, sail my waters in search of your
next false fabrication. You do not see me. I am soulless to your eyes.
I was here before you and I will be here after you. I am the silent,
secret witness of this city and its magic. All the images I have
witnessed, all the lost objects I have found and kept, each of them is
worth a thousand postcards, a million souvenir shops.
I've been lonely but now I'd like to share the stories I've been trying
to tell for all these years. I'll take you to some secret corners.
Follow me....

Cannon Street Railway Bridge.

Site
The Thames is only 346 km (215 miles) long. It is England's
longest river and the second longest river in the United
Kingdom. Construction of embankments and other
structures resulted in the gradual narrowing of the estuary,
particularly in central London, where it is now about 1/3
of its natural width.

High tide
Blackfriars Railway Bridge

Blackfriars Bridge
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Oxo Tower

In collaboration with
Camilla Zucchi (writing and concept development), Ricky Lai (graphic design),
Stephanie Ip (graphic design, concept development), Tsuyoshi Amano (website design).
Low tide

Research

Ecology
Fifty years ago the River Thames
in central London was declared
biologically dead yet since the
cleanup over the last 25 years,
125 species of fish have been
recorded, caught or seen in the
Thames and its estuary. The
river now has small runs of
migratory fish such as salmon
and sea trout as well as a full
range of coarse fish.

Research

Economy
The riverfront has always been important in the
Borough and until the middle of the 20th century
it was filled with busy wharves and warehouses.
In the 1960s and 1970s Southwark's docks and
wharves closed, along with London's other
riverside industries, leaving empty buildings
and urban decay. During the 1980s and 1990s
Southwark saw massive regeneration.
By the end of the century tourism had become
an important activity for the borough. Southwark
also was the site of one of London's earliest
indoor shopping precincts.

Barge bed

Wharf
Causeway

Hydraulic crane
Piles
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It's not architecture... it's life

Chawalit Waree

Story-voyager
Interior and Spatial Designer • jubjobs@hotmail.com • +44 (0)7517 455 447
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Chawalit Waree

Story-Voyager
Story-voyager is a spatial design strategy for a hotel. This project
aims to create a long-term relationship between hotels and clients by
employing a multi-sensorial experience, of space and provided services.
To narrate a story of local people in Hua Hin, in order to establish and
reinforce the emotional engagement of visitors to the hotel and locale.
A hotel is often the primary location for tourism activity so it is an
ideal place to explore local cultural knowledge and provide a deeper,
more rewarding travel experience for the tourists.
In the highly competitive hospitality business, there is a dramatically
growing number of hotels in Hua Hin. On the other hand, devices for
getting to know the unique characteristics of Hua Hin are still underused
and underdeveloped. Hence, in order to intensify the traveller's
experience and promote the unique identity of the hotel, a strategy
is needed that tells of the old days of Hua Hin – describing through
personal stories local people’s lifestyle in their local place and within a
playful and relaxed culture. This potential niche could be advantageous
for the Hua Hin's hospitality business, and at the same time, introduce a
cultural dimension by encouraging visitors to gain more understanding of
Hua Hin in terms of the story of the locale and local lifestyle, told through the
spatial design of the hotel.

In collaboration with
Srichana Naesakaew (Hospitality interior and FF&E designer), Chompoonuch Waree
(Research Coordinator), Methawee (Graphic Designer), Marina Blanco (Scriptwriter).
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Hua Hin, Thailand

Events from Hua Hin local people
Giggling Jiggling: ‘That was the fastest animal! Hundred of swift land crabs ran around the
beach. My cousins and I tried to hop over and avoid stepping on them. My feet were on the
innumerable tiny sand balls made by those crabs when they dug the holes to live in.
Can you guess what I felt….’ - Khun. Sutida Palawongse Age 28
‘At the picnic time with my family, I also have a chance to ride a horse at the beach. The first
time I was sitting on a horse's back, I was so petrified but the horse owner comforted me and
kept saying to me to be calm and make myself comfortable and he got the horse to walk.
In the beginning, I was so tensed but sitting there for a little while I feel more relax and enjoy
with it. While sitting on the horse's back, I could see a wider view of Hua Hin beach. Hua Hin
has a broad long beach; the sand is very white and clean, the sea is crystal blue. I think Hua
Hin is another nice place which surrounded by nice atmosphere..'
- Khun. Sirimun Singsa Age 31

Research

Research

Case study

in Kanchanaburi. Its most important identity is activities provided by the owners to create the
ambience of natural living, such as farming, and to build the relationship between the home
stay’s owners and visitors and among the visitors themselves. The feedback from visitors who
have been there gives the impression of a close relationship between the owners and visitors,
as if they are relatives. The advantage of the strategy that Baan Klang Tung uses is that visitors
can understand the lifestyle of local people more deeply as they have a co-experience under
the concept “learning by doing”. In addition, visitors can be entertained by the activities and
this could create a positive emotional engagement between visitors and the home stays, as
well as with other participants.
In this project, cultural contexts such as architectural style and hotel elements, serve the same
purpose within both these hotels presenting local culture and identity. However, this project
focuses on their different architectural styles, which give an indirect sense of leisure culture
through interpreted forms of architectural elements, such as tree-form columns in the restaurant
to create a relaxed dining mood. This project also borrows the character of Baan Klang Tung
Organic Home to give a sense of personality, and applies it to the hotel layout plan. Communal
areas provide visitors with more of an opportunity to gather and socialise. Another characteristic
that distinguishes this project from the case studies is that it encourages the advantage of
multi-sensory experience playing a key role in narrating the story. This helps visitors weave
together mental images and arouses their imagination. In addition, this strategy could be used
to entertain visitors and create a deeper emotional engagement with the hotel.

Sofitel Centara Grand Resort and Villas Hua Hin, under the management of Central group
and Accor group, is famous among Thai and foreign tourists since it has unique characteristics
that reflect the ambience of the luxurious past of Hua Hin. The hotel was designed in a colonial
style adjusted to suit the tropical weather. The architectural style reflects the influence of
western culture in architecture, which can be seen at Hua Hin train station, and the houses
of royal family members in that period in the Hua Hin beach area. This not only illustrates
the ambience of bourgeois and luxurious travel style but also other specific aspects of social
culture such as costumes, luxurious car rallies, sophisticated interior design and daily-used
products that relate to lifestyle. Therefore, visitors can imagine the ambience through the
visual element around them in the hotel environment.
The accommodation for tourists that do not seek a convenience-based service gives priority
to ethical issues whereby a learning process is applied to the visitors’ lifestyle
This type of accommodation is, in most cases, known as a “home stay”. However, the contents
that home stays aim to deliver to the visitors mostly depend on the intentions of the owner.
Baan Klang Tung Organic Home is a home stay that is independently managed by local people

The two case studies are advantageous to the project proposal as Hua Hin has an integral
character among the historical travel towns having a sophisticated cultural identity, a natural
attraction - beautiful seaside scenery, and a sense of local community that has a family feeling.
Therefore, in order to transform this unique ambience into hospitality space, these two case
studies could be considered as models analysing the effectiveness of the strategies they use,
informed by visitor feedback. Accordingly, this project could be developed to a further stage
and could create its own direction through a hybridising process.

Sofitel Centara Grand Resort & Villas Hua Hin

Baan Klang Tung organic home
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It's not architecture... it's speculation

Mariana Pestana

Built Speculations:

an alternative vocabulary to depict architectural narratives
Architect/Curator • mariana.pestana@gmail.com • +44 (0)7947 947 639
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Mariana Pestana

Built Speculations
The project is a curatorial endeavour that takes an experimental form
for reflecting on architecture and spatial design. The project creates an
alternative glossary to characterize and describe the built environment.
The glossary establishes a bridge between the apparent objectivity of the
built environment and the potential richness of its fictional dimensions.
I started by identifying narratives within the built environment, looking
at installation art and architecture. Having identified five narrative
genres (Fallacy, Erratum, Foretelling, Synecdoche, Irony) I then initiated a
collaborative, interdisciplinary exploration of each of the five themes.

Research

“When the world becomes “bleak” due to contradictory and ambivalent opinions, the
aesthetics – fiction, art, poetry, theory, metaphor – come to light our difficult cultural and
political situation. At the centre of the aesthetical experience resides the interlocutory voice
of the cultural expression on which human creativity and political democracy are based”
(Bhabha 2007: 25).
A curatorial project that consists of an experimental format for looking at architecture and spatial
design that aims to define an alternative glossary to characterize and describe the built environment.
The glossary establishes a bridge between the apparent objectivity of the built environment and the
potential richness of its fictional dimensions. It relates the dry reality of buildings with their inherent
(dys)utopian features, establishing a parallel with fiction.

Transforming curatorial practice into an interdisciplinary laboratory, the
collaborative projects acquired an experimental quality and therefore the
dynamic to challenge convention. The aim was to draw out critical points of
view through the use of alternative discourses. By deterritorializing critical
discourse about architecture, I approach the subject from extra-disciplinary
points of view to allow for fresh, utopian, radical attitudes towards the
subject. The project is presented in the form of a publication.

In collaboration with
Ines Melo and Joana Pestana (graphic design), Fernando Jorge and Pamela Deans
Dundas (Fallacy), Tommy Walsh (Erratum), Gunter Zamp Kelp, Nicolas Henninger
(Foretelling); Adam Furman, Rebecca Harral, Marcel Rahm, Rui Mendes, Pere Buil, Juan
Herranz, Mariana Rodrigues, Xavi Llarch Font, Suzanne O’Connell, Pablo Tellez, Afonso
Pessanha (Synecdoche), Luis Dourado (Irony).
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Synecdoche – Cadavre Exquis 2
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Irony – Speculation Map

Research

Erratum – Bus Stop Bench
Synecdoche – Cadavre Exquis 3

Fallacy explores fake statements in architecture, illustrated by installations that state a fake belief,
and therefore gain the quality of being deceptive. The project, a jewellery piece, critically reflects
upon the formula “architecture for all”, previously identified as a fallacy in contemporary architecture.
The jewelry piece is inspired by the shape of Paris, at night, viewed from a plane In a context where
city branding is a growing industry, the project ironically addresses the luxury associated to the big
metropolis, accessible to a very little section of their population.
Erratum looks at architectural mistakes, and the processes used to make them visible. These are
illustrated with installations that point out defects in buildings or urban policies. The project draws
on mistakes that have to do with a certain perspective on the world, when the status of being a
mistake is determined in relation to a chart of values, to a cultural context that establishes it as
a mistake. It consists of correcting a piece of urban furniture, identified as an error: London’s Bus
Stop benches. In London there are a large number of people sleeping on the streets. Bus stops
are built as to avoid being used by homeless people for shelter. We conceived a supplement, a
piece of furniture to be added to the Bus Stops, which adapts to the existing bench and extends
its functionality to a bed, at night.
Foretelling is drawn as a complement to dream and projection, situated in the context of crisis,
where utopia offers a possibility for transcending. It is illustrated by installations that, either by their
aesthetic vocabulary or by their principle, propose alternative directions for the world of tomorrow.
The project consisted of a talk with architects that have or had a clear strategy, situated in a slightly
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radical position, about what the future of architecture should be and how it should be practiced.
Synecdoche discusses the star-system of which architecture is compromised. It proposes a mode
of representation that, in spite of synecdoche, where a part represents the whole, asserts itself as
a multi-vocal exercise, without illusions of representation as an organic whole, but instead as an
exercise of disjunction and discontinuity affirmed in an ephemeral continuality. Against the model
of synecdoche, the project plays off the model of the cadavre- exquis. Dealing with deals notions
of agency, identity and individuality in the process of architecture, it borrows Dada’s cadavreexquis game and applies it to architecture. Two experiments were performed: the first consisted
of sending an A2 sheet from architect to architect, and the second of commissioning six parts of
a house to six different architects.
Irony shows translations of social and political realities through the language of architecture. Inserted
in exhibition context or disguised in the real world, the featured installations critically reflect upon
political realities across the globe (north to south hemispheres) with an ironic tone. Drawing on
Boaventura Sousa Santos’ theory of abyssal thinking, which argues that the dominant western
epistemology was built on top of the needs of colonial domination, this Project focuses on maps
and their inner strength as definers of power. It focuses on lines and geography as architectural
tools used (still today) for distinction, and therefore discrimination and exclusion. In collaboration
with an illustrator whose late work explores maps and the breaking of them into pieces, we have
developed maps from the colonial ones, playing with the “amity lines”.

It's not architecture... it's metamorphosis

Victoria Lee

OLYMPIC TERRA:
The Soiled Masterplan
Architect • v.lenzoi.lee@gmail.com • +44 (0)7910 507 522
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Victoria Lee

OLYMPIC TERRA
A 10-year narrative that depicts the metamorphic journey of
contaminated soil away from and back to the London 2012 Olympic site.
It is a hybrid interlacing of the arts and agricultural and social sciences,
developed through the eyes of architecture and urban planning.
The stages - contamination, remediation and transformation - mark
the rites of passage within and after this 10-year period.
Floating “remediation” allotments strategically dot the Lea Valley
tributaries and a succession of soil structures provides interaction zones
for users of the Olympic Legacy Park. Contemporary and evolving
technologies in architecture and bioremediation are deeply embedded
in the development and use of these interventions.

Soil Workshop Drawing Activities
Photograph by David Kendall

Soil Workshop at the London 2012 Olympic site
Photograph by Kooshinni

The OLYMPIC TERRA proposals present an explicit critique of
architecture and urban planning, with particular emphasis on the pitfalls
of previous developments for the Olympic Games. The proposals focus
on enhancing community engagement for new residents of the Olympic
Legacy Park, and also on connecting them to the existing communities
that surround the redevelopment. The materiality of soil is used as the
primary language to narrate the strong local culture and history of the
original site ultimately to be forsaken by the London 2012
Olympic Games.
In collaboration with
OpenVizor (Arts, Culture & Business Development), Kooshinni (Graphic Designer
& Photographer), Steven Comas (Film Director & Editor), Darren Kendall (Photographer).
Advice & Guidance: London Borough of Newham, University of East London, Rothamsted
Research Centre, The Olympic Delivery Authority, The London Development Agency, Ram Cast.
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Discussions with UK Earth Construction specialist, Rowland Keable, and Soil
Biologist, Lucy Gilliam. Photograph by David Kendall
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Experiment at the Soil Laboratory
University of East London

Equipment used at the Soil Laboratory,
University of East London

Testing Techniques in Soil Stabilisation

Interview with Dr. Steve McGrath,
Rothamstead Research Centre,
Hertfordshire

Discussions through local community
gardening projects - Friends of Abbey Garden

Interview with Curved Glass Marshgate Business Centre
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Making adobe brick moulds at the Wood Workshop
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It's not branding... it's an intake of breath

Raya Tueny

Made for Beirut (MFB)
Strategic Branding/Communication Designer • rayatueny@gmail.com
+44 (0)7780 979 530 • +961 (3) 692500

MFB communication tools: USB personal invitation, letterheads, postcards, bags, member's folder
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Raya Tueny

pop up
space

Made for Beirut (MFB)
MFB is a fashion movement aimed at repositioning Beirut as a sustainable
and creative city, unique on the world stage. It celebrates fashion as the spirit
of a schizophrenic city that is in constant (re)construction.

informal
dinner

web as
platform for
exchange

web

promote
shopping
area
fashion
syndicat

street
intervention
breakfast

We stitch vernacular with glam; we sew; we maintain authenticity. MFB is
a collaboration among people who love Beirut. It is a call for action that will
highlight Beirut as a creative hub and make it a global fashion destination .

the sartorialist

exhibition/
museum

fashion
guided tour

web

blog

It starts by arousing curiosity in Beirut, Paris and London using a series of
physical and online interventions: a video teaser, personal invitations on
USB keys, MFB unique bags, that all lead to www.madeforbeirut.com
The official launch follows with the Beirut Fashion Weekend, an event
designed to change the face of the city, exposing Beirut’s vernacular and
glamorous culture to the world. It is the “rendez-vous” of the year.
After the launch, a calendar of local and international events will start,
based on a series of creative, economic, social and cultural actions. For
example, during Paris Fashion Week, MFB proposes to create a pop-up
Beirut fashion store in the French capital.
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exchange
program/
residency

web

MFB is also a performance strategy that will allow Beirut’s narrative to evolve.

In collaboration with
Bruno Zalum (branding), Dima Boulad (multimedia and video artist), Lara Tueni Samaha
(fashion marketing expert), Tony Salame (Aishti Group Luxury holding founder, Beirut),
Osama Shamseddine (web developer), Emily Zalloum (Flash developer), Marc Codsi (music
composer), Nayla Yehia (production), Lili Chieng De Montal (event planning).

Local and international action chart
for 'Made For Beirut'

competition

Photograph in Beirut, Philip Hadji-Thomas

Research

Research

Calendar with MFB strategy for 2010-2011.

Research and production process:
meeting with Esmod Beirut Director,
Krikor Jaboutian, Missak

Map of Beirut showing fashion related locations
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Mind map showing Beirut's current environment

Behind the scenes at MFB
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Fashion ± Architecture

been incorporated into various retail solu
tions. From the boutiques in Manhattans
Meat Packing District, who use metaphors
to provide a tranquil and recognisable
space, to Rei Kawakubo’s guerrilla Comme
de Garcons outposts, which strive to steal
away from the norm generating energy
within the city they inhabit. Mid-market
retail stores, such as Jigsaw, the British
fashion retailer, or German-based com
pany Reiss, are also beginning to introduce
elements borrowed from the highly de
signed, distinctive styles executed in the
up-market retail boutiques.

with a financial return, as well as ensuring that
customers stay loyal to the brand.
Architecture + Fashion
Twenty years ago architecture was expected
Fashion
Atlas
to recede in favour of fashions. Retailers used
to think in terms of location size and footfall.

“Does My Brand Look Big in This?”

New store concepts are required to enable
the retailer to pursue the opportunity with
the appropriate resource and infrastructure.
Store formats need to be tuned accordingly for
brand relevance and financial performance.The
relevance of the brand proposition can vary
widely by its presentation. Retailers need to
understand these variables and match them to
the demands of the given space.The idea of us
ing an old assortment in a new box just won’t
work. Retail space isn’t just about applying de
sign, it’s an opportunity for brands to connect
with the customer directly encouraging new
conversations that will ultimately be repaid

A narrative retail brand strategy that will create new dialogue
between a brand, its consumers and the city.

Visual Brand Expression
In alliance with the fashion retail
industry, retail architecture has
become a tool in the manufacture
of individual and group identity as
well as expressions of corporate
identity. Garments have become
characters that perform on an
architectural stage and the theatrical quality of the two has created a
dialogue that’s all about the brand.

Does My Brand Look Big InThis?
itect
Fashion + Archit4cture
Architecture - Quote: Fabio
Fabio Novembre,
Novembre,Arch
Architect
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Similarities Between Fashion And
Architecture
Buildings and garments mediate
and buffer our experience of the
world outside our bodies, some
thing reflected in the fact that
fashion designers and architects
have been borrowing from each
other for eons by sharing the same
materials and techniques at differ
ent scales.
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Architectural Atlas
Significant areas around the world
where key architectural buildings
are located.

Social Media
Significant areas around the world
where key architectural buildings
are located.

The two maps shown here allow us
to compare the location of archi
tectural cities and fashion cities in
relation to one another. From these
maps it is clear that architectural
and fashion movements or key
areas that are intrinsically linked
in some form, both disciplines
equally boosting the profile of the
chosen city.
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Here lies the challenge f
designers within the retail
These lifestyles are
li
brands at different point
opportunities where we c
connect to such brands, s
must clearly represent th
ways, whilst offering an e
experience.
People today are
but lifestyles .

“Humans live inside clo
time immemorial, clothes
second defence – the fi
skin – against the eleme
have been our third.”
Fashion + Architecture
Architecture

Section 1+
Archtecture
Fashion
+ Architecture

Does My Brand Look Big InThis?

Does My Brand Look Big InThis?

In alliance with the fashion retail
industry, retail architecture has
become a tool in the manufacture
of individual and group identity as
well as expressions of corporate
identity. Garments have become
characters that perform on an
architectural stage and the theatrical quality of the two has created a
dialogue that’s all about the brand.
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Author

Visual Brand Expression

Architectural Atlas
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“Architecture and
fashion design
are not about
function but about
communication ”.
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In 1990 Rem Koolhaas, along with Herzog &
de Meuron for Prada, pioneered the concept
of the Flagship store – a total declaration of
the brand as well as a provocation. Since then
investigations into what makes a successful
and mutually beneficial shopping experience,
for both the brand and the consumer, have
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ADVERTISING

Sophie Charles

Retail stores aware of the increasingly visu
ally astute customer are up against a sea of
competitors to gain brand loyalty - what was
once the domain of select retail designers has
opened up to the architecture profession.
Cutting edge designs once seen only in bars
and hotels are spilling into the retail sector,
allowing new expressions of retail design
with
stores becoming the testing ground for design
and architecture.
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The idea of the store format has been com
pletely revolutionised.Traditionally, retailers
would have a specific concept that they knew
worked and would replicate it faithfully where
opportunities arose.This has now changed due
to the realisation that the potentials for a space
can adopt a multitude of formats attracting a
more varied clientele.

Today, according to 3D architect Peter
Robben, architecture and fashion are ex
pected to reinforce one another
in exactly
this abstract, ambient and wholly explicit
manner. The accessories of retail architec
ture remain the same: a till, fitting rooms,
display systems, a store front – but they
must resonate with shoppers’ fantasies
in a way that lasts long after they leave
the shop. A pair of trousers or a dress be
comes the souvenirs of an experience and
tokens of a larger, on-going narrative that
is the brand.

One no longer merely browses
and tries on
clothes. A customer has an experience which
is contrived through the architecture.The
architecture can enable the consumer to enter
a different world, or thrust them into a very real
world, which they might not have otherwise
had the opportunity to experience.
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It's not branding... it's a dialogue

enough.Today’s consumers want much more,
they want to be entertained; they constantly
crave for more, so as a result, new innovative
store design is being cried out for.
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In a stiff contest to attract consumers this
association with culture affords fashion brands
the status associated with the likes of the art
gallery. Fashion stores have become much
more than a place to spend money
, but in stead, a place to spend time, socialise and
enjoy on a much deeper level than in the past
- ultimately a platform for new types of
memo ries and connections between the brand
and the consumer.
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Now they
think of space
terms
Key cities
around
theinworld
of brand
where
the experience
majority . of fashion
brandsWith
locate
their flagship
the proliferation
of choice today
stores.
offering a product, even a chic product, isn’t

What Is A Shop?
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other forms of entertainment is a trend that is
widely spreading. Bookshops function as li
braries, computer shops are cafes and fashion
shops now resembling living rooms.The act of
buying has become almost secondary when a
consumer has the opportunity to read, drink,
eat and chat.
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Similarities Between Fashion And
Architecture
Buildings and garments mediate
and buffer our experience of the
world outside our bodies, some
thing reflected in the fact that
fashion designers and architects
have been borrowing from each
other for eons by sharing the same
materials and techniques at differ
ent scales.

It's not branding... it's a dialogue

Research

Sophie Charles

“Does My Brand Look Big in This?”
“Attaching some clothes to some rails is not really a difficult function
to solve, seducing people with a beautiful spatial story is what it is all
about” – Fabio Novembre, Architect
Through the development of a strategy which will allow brands to
analyse their key values, attributes and ecology, I have created a formula
that will enable fashion brands to be used as a tool to furnish the city
beyond the more formal boundary of the store periphery.
(BE+BH)C=RS
(Brand Ecology + Brand Humanity)City = Retail Strategy
The strategy is expressed in the formula above. Each element of
the equation is an integral part of the retail strategy, creating a unique
experience for each brand and city.
Case Study: Karen Millen

In collaboration with
Christina Daley (Store Manager - Karen Millen), David Brigden (Architect - BRH Architects),
Elizabeth Salmon (Author), Ellena Stacey (Actress), Gemma Methrington (Creative Director - Karen
Millen), George McIntyre (Designer), Gillian Thomas (Brand Management - Aurora Group), James
Barber (Design Strategist), Jeremy Sack (Research Director - Lieberman Research Worldwide),
John Hall (Architect - BRH Architects), Lauren Barrett (Graphic/Book Designer), Marcus Dean
(Retail Design Consultant), Mark Goldenburg (Retail Brand Specialist - Interbrand), Olivia Sauntrielle
(Artist), Paula L’Ayrah (Research and Development - Prada), Reinier Evers (Trend Watcher).
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Strategy research methodology and approach

Research

Research

“A brand is not what you say it is,
it’s what they say it is.”
Sample consumer and employee surveys

— Marty Neumier (2006)

Research mapping:
research sources and methods used

Key research question
“How can brands use the retail environment as a platform to stand out and create new conversations
and connections with the consumer, in order to create a sustainable brand-consumer relationship?”

Aim
To create a conceptual framework that brands will be able to use to gain further insight into
themselves in order to translate into a successful retail brand strategy, ultimately creating a
memorable brand experience for their audiences.

Objectives
• Gain an in depth understanding of how fashion brands currently connect and gain insight
into their consumers.
• Plan and map where the future of retail is heading. Understanding what today’s consumer
wants from a brand as well as what the consumer of the future will require from their brands.
• Finding out what new techniques can be applied to the retail design industry in order to deliver
a memorable brand experience based on past, present and future trends.
• Gain a thorough understanding of the fashion industry and the significance of both its
relationships with the architecture and retail design industries.
Through my major project I tried to bridge the gap between the on-going research that has
currently been taking place and in-store application, which for the majority of brands seems to
fall somewhat short of really connecting and understanding the consumer.

Collaboration Mapping:
roles and relationships of collaborators
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It's not branding... it's a celebration of a town's identity

Xavier Llarch Font

Chesham's Fantasies

& the chronicles of an explorer at the end of the line
Spatial Designer, Art & Research • xllarch@hotmail.com • +44 (0)7770 848 648
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It's not branding... it's a celebration of a town's identity

Xavier Llarch Font

Research

Departure for the New World

Chesham's Fantasies
Chesham, a small market town in the county of Buckinghamshire
situated at the end of the Metropolitan Line, is the location chosen by
this "contemporary explorer". The first stage of the project consisted of
making observations and annotations about the people and places of
this particular town in order to highlight its identity. All of this has been
materialized into the "Contemporary Atlas of Chesham".
Today cities brand and re brand themselves in order to attract more visitors
or simply to position themselves in the global/ local network. This explorer is
in search of unique content that could represent and excite both locals and
visitors to the same degree, whilst also questioning and demonstrating that
every place has got something unique to say.

Chesham is technically the furthest
underground station from central London.
29, 8 mi. away from Aldgate station
Official moving to Chesham on December 3, 2009

Local Discoveries

Referring to existing platforms and social structures in the community, the
new “Chesham Association for the Realisation of Fantasies” arrives to this town
- where the content from the Atlas is narrated, performed or reenacted by its
members. This Association intends to promote long term projects allowing
particular Cheshamites to continue sharing and expressing their dreams and
eccentricities through the medium of fantasies. Projects such as these could
help them relieve the isolation that some of them are feeling, at the end of the
line.
In collaboration with
Dosfotos (Photography and production), Rita and Ravi Sharma (Performance),
Fiona Bingham (Event production and content development), Neil Rees (History advisor),
Debora Stolz (Structure advisor), Carolina Caceido & Mariana Pestana (Concept development).
Special Thanks to: Greg Deretic, Xavi Amorós, Richard Pang, the members of Chesham Museum
and all the Cheshamites that are making this project possible.
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Map by the “Contemporary Explorer” describing the most iconic and representative features of Chesham

Research

Research

Natives & Locals

Planning, Expeditions, Walks & Towers

“We’re unique, we are definitely

“Chesham is quite an isolated place

unique... Chesham has always stood

and I must say do get bored here...

up for itself, fights for what it wants,

so in the evenings, I like to become

promotes independent thinking and

Rita. It’s a bit of fun and I do like it...”

we’re bigger than down the road!”

— R.S. & Rita

— Councillor Alison Pirouet

Eiffel tower crushing in the middle of Chesham market square
Chesham Coat of Arms with
Councillor Alison Pirouet

B-Loony with R.S. & Rita

Forgotten Tales & Characters

Edward Watkin (1819-1901) dreamt of a railway connecting Paris and Manchester via London. The
line was going to go through Chesham and in 1881 Watkin started the construction of the channel
tunnel to achieve this. The same year Watkin went to Paris and dreamt of a similar Eiffel tower for
London. “The Great Tower of London” was promoted by Watkins himself and the construction started
at Wembley in 1891. When the tower reached the first level, The “Tower Company” ran out of money
and the tower was never completed. In 1901 Watkin died without ever realising his big plans.

The Contemporary Atlas
of Chesham Fantasies
Man has always been attracted by the idea of exploring.
This is evident form man’s early days in search of food and
shelter and later, - as the civilization arrived - The reasons for
exploring changed but the sense of curiosity remained the
same. Discoverers, conquerors and colonizers, all brave men
that on behalf of their own interests were the pioneers in the
field of geography, with their descriptions and representations
of new land and horizons.
These “heroes of exploration” portrayed their travels almost
as fairy tales. Most of the time maps that were drawn up were
full of inaccuracies and assumptions, but the excitement they
produced let the fables about the new worlds spread. The line
between fact and fiction was thin and they told unbelievable
stories to simply add more glory to their expeditions.

Sir Edward Watkin, "The great Tower for London" and the
unfinished “Watkin’s folly”, located on the actual Wembley
stadium next to the Metropolitan line.
Revisiting Watkin's unfinished train line.
A walk from Chesham to Tring station.
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"A brick tower for Chesham” from a series
of subliminal structural messages

Fantasy has always gone hand in hand with journeys,
explorations and wonders. Nowadays, there is still a need for
human exploration. In an enormous city such as London with
constant growth in surface and population, the exploration of its
boundaries holds the same level of excitement as one of those
travels from the golden age of exploration could have had.

With Councillor Justine Fulford at the
launch of the “Chesham Association
for the Realisation of Fantasies”

“We should just have fun...
the only limit to what you can
achieve is you imagination,
so let it run wild” Justin Fulford,
Mayor of Chesham. Dungrove farm,
March 27, 2010

Product

Strategy

Exhibition

Architecture

Branding

It’s not an Installation
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It's not an installation... it's an opportunity to express yourself

Elli Resvanis

Flat 19
Storyteller (set designer/film and theater, theater director, writer)
ellirvs@yahoo.com • +44 (0)7538 113 710
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It's not an installation... it's an opportunity to express yourself

Elli Resvanis

Flat 19

The installation was part of the Market Estate Project, a one-day event in
March 2010, in Islington, North London, that installed the work of 75 artists
and designers throughout the estate just weeks before its demolition.
Flat 19 was an experiment in site-specific installation, theatre,
regeneration and place making. The audience was a combination of
former residents and people interested in art and design.
Flat 19 retells the real stories of two sets of tenants, Lynne who lived
there from April 2009 to February 2010 as a “guardian” to prevent the
flat being squatted, and the five boys who lived together there from to
September 2007 to February 2009. The boys did not have a formal lease
or a deposit and as a result held a series of wild parties. They knew the
Market Estate was due to be demolished.
Flat 19 explores what happens when you use conventions of
fictional narrative to tell the stories of real people in the actual
location where the events took place.

In collaboration with
Kalri-Jade Fontiverio-Hylton and Elva White (Curatorial strategies and audience interaction), Tall
Tales the Market Estate project directors, Sam Trice and Tom Dingle (technical advisors), Solon
Sasson (Concept development). Sponsors, The Southern Housing Group.
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Research

“ The reconstructive potential of an art practice
that restores or reveals the meaning to those who
live within it cannot be underestimated.”
— Lippard (1995)

Research

“A city is
more than
a place
in space:
it is
a drama
in time.”
(Geddes)
186

Research

“As photographs give people an imaginary possession of a past that is unreal, they also help people to
take possession of space in which they are insecure.”
— Susan Sontag
“Autobiographical performances provide a way to
talk out, talk back, talk otherwise. Here the marginalized subject can literally take center stage.”
— Heddon (2008)

It's not an installation... it's a large rabbit hole waiting to be discovered

Erika Wong

I Spy with My Eyes
Fine Artist - Installation • erika1213@hotmail.com • +44 (0)7531 844 960
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It's not an installation... it's a large rabbit hole waiting to be discovered

Research

Erika Wong

I Spy with My Eyes

As a Canadian first arriving in London, looking with fresh eyes,
I saw the beauty of the city, but over time the beauty faded. The city no
longer seemed shiny and lustrous but rather a way of life, a hurried life:
walking down weathered narrow streets, fighting through traffic, above
and below ground. “In the headlong dash of daily life, we often lose sight
of the damage that this roadrunner form of living does to us. We’re so
marinated in the culture of speed that we almost fail to notice the toll
it takes on every aspect of our life. On our health, our diet, our work, our
relationships, the environment and our community. …we’re living the fast
life, instead of the good life.” Carl Honore, In Praise of Slowness.
My romantic notion dissolved, until the discovery of three transient
spaces at Charing Cross, Paddington, and Porteus Road. The irresistible
decay, evoking the history of what lay behind the walls, above the ceiling,
below the ground, made me want to revitalise these spaces and connect
with the pedestrians passing. I want to enable them to see the space from
a new perspective and transcend the routine of the everyday through a
moment of playfulness. The three installations aim to awaken the inner self
in the hopes of altering both the inner and outer journeys of life.

In collaboration with
Lars-Peter Jorgensen (Construction), James Lam (Graphic Imaging),
Pauline Quintana (Website Design).
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A view looking up the into the belly of the A40

Research

Research

Source of inspiration: Christo and Jeanne-Claude
Of the many perspectives from which one can investigate the Christos' art it is the use of fabric as an
agent for transformation and revelation that is perhaps most crucial. The wrapping or surrounding
of familiar objects, the curtaining off of familiar views, the intervention of fabric where one least
expects it undermines our comfortable residence with the accustomed and creates a sense of
dislocation. This substitution of a more ambivalent than unfamiliar presence for the predictable is
one of the key elements of their work. Yet the wrapping, draping, surrounding, or veiling action of
the fabric does not dissolve the known. Rather it recontextualizes it within a variety of corresponding
associations. As the curtain surges in the wind, as the wrapping billows over a form, the fabric's
fluttering surface serves as a mediator between our preexisting conceptions concerning a particular
condition and inferences of shifting states.
Visually, the wrapping of an object reveals its essential forms as they swell beneath the fabric. Volumes
and shapes lost when seen with their usually coexistant forest of details become paramount when
sheathed, as in The Pont Neuf Wrapped. Blank, Peter . "Christo and Jeanne-Claude ." Standford Presidential Lectures
in the Humanities and Arts. Stanford, 01 April 2010 . Web. 18 May 2010. http://prelectur.stanford.edu/lecturers/christo.

A view looking at Porteus Road via Harrow Road

“We affirm that the world's magnificence has been
enriched by a new beauty: the beauty of speed.”
— Futurist Manifesto, 1909
“The ultimate meaning of any building is beyond
architecture; it directs our consciousness back to the
world and towards our own sense of self and being”
— Juhani Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin
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It's not an installation... it's a prelude

ience
Artist : Aud
ration
Responsive Cu

Elva White & Karli-Jade Fontiverio-Hylton

Artist : Audience / Responsive Curation

yours.
The space is
Respond
move
re-tell.

Curator, Experience Designer • elvawhite@gmail.com • +44 (0)7590 560 668
Installation Artist, Curator • kjartz85@aol.com • +44 (0)7940 799 066

Installation
Mixed Media
Found Object,
ts(420 x495),
Digital Prin

Thou Shalt Not....

You are the Artist : Audience, please title the space.

Institution of International Visual Arts. Progress Reports: Art in an era of Diversity

Institution of International Visual Arts. Progress Reports: Art in an era of Diversity

Video Installation, looped (2010)

Sound Installation, looped (2010)
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(2010)

It's not an installation... it's a prelude

Research

Elva White & Karli-Jade Fontiverio-Hylton

Artist : Audience / Responsive Curation
The project is a responsive curatorial strategy that investigates and
playfully subverts the conventions of art exhibitions. It proposes a nonhierarchical collaboration between the artist, the curator and the audience
in which each authors different aspects of the experience. In this way it
challenges traditional notions of authorship and authority. We are intrigued
by the power of the audience to transform an art exhibition and its
environment. We have tested our approach at The Bargehouse, INIVA
(Institute of International Visual Arts), and the Market Estate Project.
In each experiment our adaptable guise of the traditional caption card was
able to magnify our creative position as mediators between artist (artwork) and
audience, further creating a more active and thought provoking engagement
(co-curation, co-creation). This platform is intended for both an art interested
public and cultural professionals from all areas of exhibition production.
We believe the exhibition is to be understood not merely in terms of
its “surface” or design but as part of a complex combination of media
in which all components contribute consciously and/or unconsciously to
the production of meaning.
We question: What happens when the curator is a collaborative partner in
the creative process of creating and defining the works for the audience?

In collaboration with
Min Xie (Artist), Yara El-Sherbini (Artist), Elli Resvanis, Institute of International Visual Arts
(Management), Market, Estate Project (Management), Cheers Exhibition Team (Management),
Sam Trice (Production), Inivators (Production), Ashcroft Academy (Student Workshop).
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Exhibition Production –Bargehouse, Institute of International Visual Arts
& Market Estate Project.

Research

Exhibition Production – Bargehouse,
Institute of International Visual Arts & Market Estate Project.
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It's not an installation... it's a ballad

Yara J Dib

Waterloo:Remix

A site-specific multimedia installation
Art Director, Graphic & Visual Communication Designer
yarajalkh@gmail.com • +44 (0)7804 321 626
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It's not an installation... it's a prelude

Research

Yara J Dib

Waterloo:Remix

This project enables young adults to use their energy, talents and
imagination at a site-specific multimedia installation, in an abandoned
tunnel beneath Waterloo station. It enables them to take ownership
of a space hitherto unreachable.
The purpose is to empower teenagers, to offer them a chance
to “play” the city. The urban environment can be perceived by teenagers
as belonging to others, making them feel excluded and powerless.
The project enables teenagers to transform from passive onlookers
to active participants taking pride in their accomplishments.
The installation gives free reign for improvisation and the discovery
of limitless musical possibilities. It prompts interaction and jamming
to lure out the concealed history of the place.

In collaboration with
The teenagers from SE1united, Nathalie Bell & Jacob Whittingham (Project directors - SE1united Living Space young adult’s forum - Waterloo), Students from St John’s School class of design and
technology, Leatherhead, Jason Ward (Head of Design and Technolog y- St John’s School), Mary
Arnal (Senior Housemistress and English & Psychology teacher - St John’s School), Samir Jalkh
(SJ consultancy electronics & engineering), Nader Harb (Architect - Harb Design Group), Tony
Kalaany (Music advisor - Audiotakes sound design studios). Douglas McJannet/Michael Smythe/
Beau Gordon (Site managers - Old Vic tunnels - The Office of Kevin Spacey).
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History and music workshop - Living space, Southbank, Waterloo

“The secret message communicated to most young people
today by the society around them is that they are not needed,
that the society will run itself quite nicely until they - at some
distant point in the future - will take over the reigns. Yet the
fact is that the society is not running itself nicely... because
the rest of us need all the energy, brains, imagination and
talent that young people can bring to bear down on our difficulties. For society to attempt to solve its desperate problems
without the full participation of even very young people is
imbecile.” — Alvin Toffler

History and music workshop

Workshop - St John’s school

Young urban expressions

Research

Research

Music and
improvisation
research in
public spaces

Programming and light & sound testing
Installation design process

“The twentieth century saw the growth in demand for
narratives which often played down or made irrelevant
individual authorship. Authorship was to become demystified
further when certain kinds of narrative were more widely
produced as technology became more accessible. Second, the
specific personal or group investments integral to the act of
reading constituted an ‘exercising’ of identity which expanded
along with the consumption of narrative. The most visible
result of these factors has been the erosion of the dividing
line between high and popular culture.” — Paul Cobley
Calibration of connection from mic to LED board
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To be continued

